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The introduction of new “smart-grid” related technologies has created a challenge 

that the electrical power industry has been slow to recognize: that being, vast amounts of 

data must be integrated into the operational decisions of those who manage the grid, and 

made available to those serviced by the grid.  As these technologies evolve into 

commercial viability, new challenges emerge: data aggregation of phase-angle 

measurements, use of market products like distributed resources, analysis methodologies 

such as solar generation forecasting, and management techniques like those required for 

operating energy storage devices will need to be merged into the already complicated 

process of energy management.  In addition, pressures from enhanced regulatory over-

sight, the unwinding of the vertically integrated power industry model, and market 

pressures are pushing for transmission and generation systems to be operated closer and 

closer to their physical limitations.  The objective of this research is to show that all of 

these issues may be dealt with, using a robust integration approach and constructing a 

unified modeling system capable of acting as a single source of data for supporting all 

facets of electrical power transmission system modeling.  In general, this method relies 

on leveraging and extending a current industrial data-exchange standard into a single 
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time-based data repository, and using that single data source to meet the needs of the 

applications supporting grid-management activities.  The new system supports all aspects 

of the model life-cycle: including the data entry, validation, creation of power system 

models, testing and finalization, and archiving of model data changes.  Additionally, the 

system has a flexible design that supports easy integration of new items.  Therefore, this 

new method of data support allows for state of the art devices to be readily integrated into 

existing process data flows, reduces organizational adoption time, and produces a level of 

modeling consistency and accuracy that current industry practices are incapable of.  

Application of this methodology allows for the rapid operational integration of energy 

storage devices, the utilization of phase-angle measurements, the aggregation of smart-

metering devices, and generally leads to greater operational awareness of grid conditions 

and the greater reliability of the system. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MOTIVATIONS 

Information system technology is currently transforming the power industry.  The 

ubiquity of vast amounts of real-time streaming point-source operational telemetry, 

combine with a vast assortment of devices being integrated into the power system at all 

levels (transmission, distribution, meters, even individual appliances) [1], is creating a 

pressing need for change.  Customer expectations on service have outpaced the ability for 

power industries to deliver.  The historic nature of proprietary software used to run 

Energy Management Systems (EMS), coupled with the closed-loop communications 

systems utilizing Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) protocols [2], is 

creating situations where merging in new technologies is both prohibitively expensive 

and operationally risky.  These new devices will, in theory, allow the power grid to be 

operated closer to its physical limits without risking the loss of any operational security.  

In addition, implementation of these new devices promises to lower the socialized costs 

of grid operation by reducing the need for generation and transmission infrastructure 

required for the support of peak system loading.   

This creates a stark choice for the power industry: to either keep operating on 

existing platforms (with higher fixed costs, and overbuilt infrastructure) and slowly move 

to incorporate new technologies into individual systems over the course of years as they 

are incorporated into the baseline of vendor software platforms, or take the risk and 

attempt to integrate these emerging technologies into the grid operations internally, with 

the possibility of high integration costs, operational dangers inherent in new unproven 

technologies, and the danger that the implemented solution once integrated will not have 

necessary industry support in the future. 
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Unless the power industry as a whole can come to terms with the data 

manipulation and maintenance requirements of these new technologies using an 

integrated strategic approach, the outlook of successful utilization of these devices in a 

manner that their proposed design benefits can be realized will be minimal.   

1.2 OBJECTIVE 

This dissertation advocates for the reassessment of the current power industry 

model data collection and maintenance methodologies, and for designing a holistic model 

management solution to the problem of power system data integration. While this is 

accomplished primarily by documenting the design and development of The Electric 

Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) Network Model Management System (NMMS) as 

part of the Texas Nodal Market implementation, the problems presented, lessons learned, 

and generalized solution presented are applicable throughout the electrical power 

industry.   

First, this dissertation provides background documentation of some of the 

historical, societal and operational drivers creating the necessity for this research.  

Second, this dissertation describes current model data collection practices, and then goes 

on to describe the structural and design shortcomings in the current state of the art.  

Third, this dissertation outlines the foundational design approach necessary for mitigating 

current industry shortcomings, by proposing the concept of a temporal shared modeling 

data repository capable of serving as a platform for the submission, validation and testing 

of model data changes, and discusses the industry standards that are necessary to support 

it.  Fourth, this dissertation documents the development of the NMMS as a common 

information repository used to maintain data required for the operation of the Texas 

electric grid (including the time-based nature of the data application and development of 
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data-related systems), and how ERCOT enhanced the Common Information Model 

(CIM) standard to meet its data needs, including development of business processes, and 

supporting applications.  Finally, this dissertation presents quantitative and qualitative 

results, reviews the highlights of the implementation of the NMMS system, and provides 

a summary of the lessons learned. 

1.3 CONTRIBUTION 

The implementation of the NMMS represents the new state of the art in integrated 

power system model data management.  This approach unifies multiple sources of data 

used by various systems, and for the first time, all of the applications used in grid 

management are driven from a common source.  Common sourcing allows for 

consolidated data management, not only in terms of housing and organization, but also 

allows for holistic validation and testing of model data disseminated from the NMMS. 

1.3.1 CONSOLIDATED DATA MODEL AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM   

A major challenge facing the power industry is that it is hampered with 

inconsistent data models (datasets used to describe the electrical system network), with 

each data model targeting a specific application or business process, and isolated data 

maintenance procedures driven largely by historical precedent.  By using the design, 

processes and algorithms that resulted from the NMMS research, ERCOT is able to 

utilize a single, unified, highly granular data model source to support model data needs 

for all real-time operations, market, and steady-state planning processes.  This reduces or 

eliminates the mistakes that arise from having independent data model sourcing, and thus 

removes a primary area of discrepancy that has historically existed between the electrical 

power industry’s planning and operational departments and between the market and 

energy management system that has long been associated with staging multiple modeling 
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environments independently.  Additionally, the work involved in maintaining one set of 

model data (rather than multiple data sources) minimizes the labor involved in model 

data collection, data staging, and aggregation processes.  The major contribution of the 

NMMS research is summarized in the paper “Lessons and Experiences in the 

Implementation of a Consolidated Transmission Modeling Data System at ERCOT” 

describing the existing issues facing the power industry in the area of power system 

model data management, and explains how solutions to these issues were addressed 

conceptually in the development of, and incorporated into, the final design of the NMMS.  

Further, that paper explains how those concepts of design and usability are now gaining 

wider recognition and acceptance from the industry; these contributions to the power 

industry were not possible prior to the development of the NMMS.   

1.3.2 UTILIZATION, EXTENSION, AND IMPLEMENTATION OF INDUSTRIAL STANDARD 

One of the problems faced in the power industry is that it is a norm that vendor 

defined data models (electrical system representations that are used by the vendor 

applications) are propriety in nature.  This leads to issues in attempts to share data across 

an organization, or with interested outside parties.  By using a documented open source 

standard such as CIM, information sharing is greatly enhanced.  The methodology of 

using CIM, and the built-in flexibility inherent with its implementation, were the key to 

providing ERCOT with low-cost/low-risk strategies for meeting future data requirements 

such as those associated with federal, state, and other regulatory initiatives.  The paper, 

“New Approaches for Smart Device Integration and Maintenance of Power System 

Models Utilizing a Unified Data Schema”, further describes the major research 

contribution and the implementation of the ERCOT operational data management 

systems for the nodal market, and specifically, the development of the CIM for ERCOT 
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and how the development of CIM was leveraged in the design of NMMS, and used to 

maintain the model data representation of the Texas electric grid.   

The flexibility of the NMMS in integrating existing data sources using CIM, for 

example: the integration of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), is 

illustrated by the paper “A Methodology for Modeling Telemetry in Power Systems 

Models using IEC-61968/61970” that discusses methodologies developed by ERCOT to 

model telemetry used by its SCADA system and its sources like the Inter-Control Center 

Communication Protocol (ICCP), inter-telemetry calculations, and etc. The paper 

demonstrates that utilizing the CIM model defined by the IEC-61968 and IEC-61970 

standards, and extending those CIM representations of power system devices defined in 

those standards, a CIM-based model can be created with all the necessary telemetry and 

used to support ERCOT’s real-time operational energy management and market 

management applications.  

1.3.3 TEMPORAL-BASED CONTINGENCY DEFINITION CREATION 

A problem inherent with contingency definitions is that they change with 

topology in ways that are not always apparent to those who are providing the data 

representing the topology modification.  This is especially true in cases of lines traversing 

areas of ownership, or substations where equipment ownership is shared. The 

implementation of the NMMS allowed for a method to be developed for study 

contingency definition creation.  By utilizing the ERCOT CIM-based electric 

transmission model, minimal CIM schema extensions, and post-processing algorithms 

that employ a combination of explicit and implicit modeling methodologies, contingency 

definitions are generated with multi-element descriptions for single and multiple breaker-

to-breaker fault paths.  This new method dramatically reduces the labor necessary to 
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maintain an accurate list of normal study contingency definitions in a temporal modeling 

environment, while using explicit modeling methods and additional post-processing logic 

so that under certain special circumstances, special study contingency definitions, 

associated remedial action schemes, special protection schemes, and other unique 

circumstances can be supported.  A paper explaining the design and implementation of 

study contingency definitions creation and maintenance process used in grid security: “A 

method for Automatic Creation of Contingency Definitions Utilizing Standard IEC 

61968/70” was an outcome due entirely to the major research contribution of the NMMS.   

1.3.4 MODEL TRANSLATION FOR PLANNING AND OPERATIONS 

Another area where this research made a contribution was in the field of topology 

processing.  This problem was how to tie the bus-branch models used by planning groups 

and the breaker-node models used by the operations group to a common dataset and 

provide software functionality that would allow different model representations of the 

same base data.  The approach advocated in this report was not without its critics, and 

was implemented at a time when many in the industry believe that the political, logistical 

and technical challenges were insurmountable. Differing model implementations: i.e. the 

logical modeling of generating units used in the market model versus the physical 

modeling of generating units in the operations model, the breaker-node implementations 

in the operations models, verses the bus-branch model used in planning, and hundreds of 

other modeling differences, large and small, were believed to inevitably doom a project 

of this scale to failure.  The success of the NMMS has shown that most of those 

criticisms were unfounded.  The paper “Methods of Converting CIM Power System 

Models into Bus-Branch Formats Utilizing Topology Processing Algorithms and 

Minimal Schema Modifications to IEC 61968/70” documents the design of the ERCOT 
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topology processor algorithms, used in conjunction with modeling extensions to IEC 

61968/70 standards, and how they were employed to convert CIM representations of 

transmission data models used in real-time operational energy management applications 

into standardized bus-branch models used in transmission system planning applications.   

The realization of a consolidated dataset as an approach to current problems 

facing the industry is important since the NMMS represents, not only the state of the art 

in model data management, but also, a way forward at a time when the power industry is 

reaching a technological bottleneck, with current systems and processes simply too 

ossified to adapt to the vast amount of data now requiring incorporation into their data 

models used to drive state of the art applications.   

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

This report begins by explaining the impetus and development of the currently 

unsustainable condition in which the power industry now finds itself.  Chapter 2 brings a 

description of the history and evolution of control and monitoring systems used by the 

power industry for grid control.  This is followed by a brief overview of ERCOT, 

explaining aspects of operational oversight, a description of operations ERCOT uses as 

part of grid security management, and finally, a list of other external forces that, taken as 

a whole, describe how the power industry has advanced to its current state.  Then (in 

Chapter 3) the report provides the contexts of the power industry background, and the 

current state of the art in RTO/ISO data management processes used in grid support, 

including both regional and international methodologies.  Chapter 4 details the short 

comings of the current methodologies, expanding on Chapters 2 and 3 to explain how 

these issues evolved, and clarifying their impact.   Chapter 5 documents the design 

approach of the NMMS, showing how developing an integrated solution like the NMMS 
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will either mitigate or eliminate the difficulties faced in current power system data 

management processes, and alleviate the issues documented in Chapter 4.  Chapter 6 

describes the implementation of the approach from conceptual requirements to an as-built 

system, as well as explaining some of the peripheral components that are necessary for 

both interfacing with different systems and necessity to support data-related validation 

and testing processes.  Chapter 7 evaluates the results of the system implementation with 

an analytical analysis of improvements in both data consistency, and accuracy, as well as 

some general observations about the system following four years of operation. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

When beginning a design process which will integrate existing items (business 

processes, computer applications, etc.) with a new system, it is important to first analyze 

the current systems in order to understand why they are designed the way they are.  In the 

electrical power industry, some of these systems have evolved over almost a century of 

operation: they are incredibly complex, and have been subject to a number of design 

pressures during that time.  The sources of these pressures can run the gamut from public 

pressure for certain electrical generation methods, favor/disfavor with politically 

connected factions regarding line siting, etc., to mundane items such as limitations of 

physical hardware, energy production costs, and so on.  To fully appreciate ERCOT’s 

need for designing a model data management system, it is necessary to provide context 

by describing the then current state of the power industry's data collection methods.  This 

section describes drivers of the NMMS design, starting with the evolution of model data 

requirements, a description and brief history of ERCOT, regulatory oversight, the 

impetus for the NMMS project (implementation of a new nodal market), and an overview 

of grid operations.  Finally, this section then summarizes by listing some additional 

drivers and pressures leading to the advocated design solution, including public 

perceptions about electrical power, and federal initiatives. 

2.1 EVOLUTION OF THE POWER INDUSTRY AND THE NEED 
FOR SYSTEM MODELS 

Problems occurring with data management for power systems have evolved over 

several decades. Systems to transmit and distribute electrical power rely on a variety of 

control equipment for that management activity.  Transmission level control systems 

trace their impetus to pilot-wire controls used in switching of transmission equipment. 
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Over time, these implementations evolved from simple control systems, to providing 

analog telemetry (first on scan, and then continuously), and then into SCADA controlled 

systems interfacing with Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) connected to substation 

equipment.  These early SCADA systems relied on these RTUs installed at remote 

substations to transmit field measurements and equipment status to, and execute 

commands from, the master control center via links and communication protocols that 

were proprietary to the RTU vendor. These early RTUs were bulky in size and restrictive 

in the amount of communication (measurements, status & control) ports available for 

information exchange.   

As monitoring and control technologies evolved, new methods of grid control 

were introduced. Once analog telemetry was available on area tie-lines on a continuous 

basis, Automatic Generation Control (AGC) became a possibility. By adding telemetry to 

tie-lines for a control area, area interchange line flows could be monitored. Signals could 

be sent to generators that could raise or lower their power output to reduce area 

interchange to zero. As AGC evolved, frequency correction was also incorporated, and 

Area Control Error (ACE) became the standard system operation. As more telemetry 

became available, other functions such as load forecasting and economic forecasting were 

developed. As these systems became more advanced and computer computational ability 

increased, EMS began running load flow and contingency analysis calculations to verify 

the system was secure in real-time. From there, other applications and functionality 

developed, either as integrated portions of the EMS system, or as stand-alone systems 

with their own support structure. Market Management Systems (MMS) developed as the 

economic transactions within the power industry became more complex and non-

vertically integrated systems became the norm. 
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In this same time-frame in which control system command and control were 

evolving, the data requirements to operate the power transmission system also evolved. 

Simple one-line drawings and maps were adequate when grid control was performed 

using pilot wires for breakers; relatively few items were required in the simplified 

mathematical models used in early ACE calculations. However, as the EMS and MMS 

applications evolved, and ideas like state-estimation and Locational Marginal Pricing 

(LMP) took hold in the industry, the data requirements grew. 

2.2 ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL OF TEXAS (ERCOT) 

The Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) manages the flow of electric 

power to 24 million people in the State of Texas, representing 75% of the state’s 

territorial boundaries, and 85% of the state's electric load. ERCOT acts as the 

independent system operator, scheduling power on an electric grid that connects 43,000 

miles of transmission lines and more than 550 generation units.  Additionally, ERCOT 

performs financial settlement for the competitive wholesale bulk-power market, and 

administers retail switching for 6.7 million metered customers who live in competitive 

choice areas, amounting to approximately a 34 billion dollar market. ERCOT is a 

membership-based 501(c)(4) nonprofit corporation, governed by a board of directors and 

subject to oversight by the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) and the Texas 

Legislature. ERCOT's members include consumers, cooperatives, generators, power 

marketers, retail electric providers, investor-owned electric utilities, and municipal-

owned electric utilities.  ERCOT currently has available capacity in excess of 73,000 

MW of which approximately 11000 MW is wind generation, which ranks Texas is 

number wind producing state in the nation.  ERCOT experienced a record peak demand 
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of 68,305 MW (08/03/2011), peak wind generation record of 10,296 MW (3/26/2014) 

and energy production of 331,000 GWh in 2013.   

2.1.1 HISTORY OF ERCOT PRIOR TO 2001 

The entity that became ERCOT began in early 1940’s as an effort to support 

World War II, when in order to meet the goals for production of material necessary to 

fight the war, it became necessary to allow the transfer of power from the inland reaches 

of Texas to the coast where the war industry was situated. From the 1940s until 1999, 

ERCOT performed few duties, mostly acting as an intermediary between Transmission 

and Distribution Service Providers (TDSPs).   Since most TDSPs were self-sufficient in 

meeting their load requirements, TDSPs seldom found it necessary to reach outside their 

own service areas.  Interconnections between TDSPs were basically for backup in the 

event of unforeseen loss of generation, providing energy when their own resources might 

be insufficient (i.e. times of generation or transmission maintenance), and to provide 

additional spinning mass to the grid for greater frequency stability.   

In 1999 the Texas Legislature restructured the electrical market by unbundling the 

investor-owned vertically-integrated utilities (where generation, transmission, and load 

areas were all done by the same utility), and created a retail choice program to allow 

consumers to choose their own electrical power provider.  The Texas Legislature charged 

ERCOT with four primary responsibilities: 

 Maintain system reliability, using planning to predict future issues and operations 

to monitor and mitigate possible harm. 

 Ensure open access by all market participants to the transmission system. 

 Provide a mechanism for customer choice via a retail switching process. 

 Settle the wholesale electric market for the production and delivery of electricity. 
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This action fundamentally changed the work and nature of not only ERCOT, but 

all the TDSPs as well.  Within a few years ERCOT developed into a much larger agency, 

coordinating generation, metering and settling the load prices, approving transmission 

outages for the TDSPs, and performing a wide variety of tasks with new stakeholders 

such as Resource Entities (REs) and Qualified Scheduling Entities (QSEs) necessary to 

support the then new zonal market. 

2.1.2 OVERSIGHT OF ERCOT 

Overall responsibility for the operations of ERCOT lie with the ERCOT Board of 

Directors (BOD), this includes both budget and capital spending priorities, revisions of 

ERCOT protocols, and guidelines endorsements of new infrastructure and transmission 

lines sitings.  ERCOT has a 16 member BOD includes five independent members, three 

consumer members, the ERCOT Chief Executive Officer (CEO),  the PUC chairperson, 

and one representative from each of the industry’s six segments: investor owned utilities, 

municipally owned utilities, cooperatives, generators, power marketers, and retail electric 

providers. 

ERCOT has dual oversight at the state and federal level. At the state-level 

ERCOT is subject to the oversight of the Texas Legislature and regulated by the PUC.  

The PUC approves the ERCOT system administration fee that provides most of the 

revenues for ERCOT operations. Additionally, the PUC has wide-ranging oversight 

authority and the ability to conduct audits.  For most areas of operation ERCOT is 

essentially answerable to the Texas Legislature either directly, or indirectly via the Public 

Utilities Commission. In 2005 ERCOT received national oversight pursuant to the 

reliability provisions in the federal energy policy act of 2005. In response to that act, in 

2006 the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) established the Texas Regional 
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Entity (TRE) to serve as a regional entity for the ERCOT region. The TRE is funded via 

the energy policy act and is administered somewhat separately from ERCOT, although 

the ERCOT BOD does oversee the affairs of the TRE. 

2.2 OPERATIONS OF THE ELECTRIC GRID AT ERCOT 

Prior to 2010, ERCOT operated the electric market for the state of Texas setting 

prices for four load zones (referred to as the zonal market).  Criticisms of the zonal 

market included that it lacked price transparency due to the aggregated nature of zonal 

pricing, and that portfolio-based resource scheduling at the zonal level lacked the 

granularity to correct localized congestion.  Disapproval was also expressed that indirect 

assignment of the localized congestion mitigation costs were being uplifted, rather than 

being targeted and assigned to those who were more directly responsible for the 

associated costs.    

2.2.1 NEW NODAL MARKET 

In 2004, issues of data management, integration, and utilization confronted 

ERCOT as it began a complete market redesign to migrate from zone-based market 

settlement to node-based market settlement, to correct perceived deficiencies with the 

zonal market design. Transferring to the new nodal market required significant changes 

to both systems and processes. There was a belief that for the new nodal market to 

properly function, accurate, consistent information should be both used by the ERCOT 

energy and market management systems, and shared with the stakeholders so that rational 

market decisions would be made. 

The new nodal market also sought to improve price transparency by correctly 

directing pricing signals to locations where action was necessary.  Dispatching was done 

at a resource level rather than at a portfolio level, thus allowing for mitigation of 
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localized congestion, and with the improved granularity of the system (going from 4 

zones to >4000 node-based prices), costs were directly assigned to the nodes where the 

congestion was occurring.  The implementation of the nodal market required the roll out 

of several entirely new components including the Day-Ahead Market (DAM), the 

Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED), and the Congestion Revenue Rights 

(CRR) Auction. 

In December 2010, in part because of the effective implementation of the NMMS, 

ERCOT successfully transitioned to a new node-based market design following 37 weeks 

of market trials.  

2.2.2 SECURITY CONSTRAINED ECONOMIC DISPATCH (SCED) 

In order to ensure electric reliability, ERCOT must maintain the bulk electric grid 

in a (N-1) secure status.  This means that the system must be maintained in such a fashion 

that no single study contingency scenario, that results in the loss of one or more pieces of 

electrical transmission equipment, causes an overload on any piece of equipment that 

remains energized. As an example, if a single transmission line is lost due to weather, 

accident, or equipment failure, the energy that is no longer able to flow through that line 

will follow Ohm’s Law, and based on physical parameters of the remaining energized 

system, will seek alternate paths. That change in energy flow through the set of remaining 

paths must not cause any of the transmission equipment along those paths to exceed any 

of their physical transmission ratings. 

The bulk electrical system is maintained in this N-1 state, primarily, by insuring 

that generation output levels are distributed in such a fashion that the system is always 

secured against the predicted loss of transmission elements as defined in the study 

contingency definitions. This dispatching of generation to maintain reliability has 
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obvious effects on the energy market. Generating units may be constrained by the grid 

operator to not generate power at full output, based on the results of the contingency 

analysis. This state is often referred to as “Security Constrained”. The powerflow solution 

to this problem is rather benign if generation costs are ignored. Once generation costs are 

factored into the solution (picking the least expensive generation that can securely 

provide power for a given system load profile), the system is said to be dispatched in a 

Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) condition. The optimal generation 

configuration for the operation of the system is highly scrutinized by the external market 

participants, and as such, the need for accurate contingency definitions play a pivotal role 

in the operation of the ERCOT electric grid in both the EMS and MMS. 

2.3 EXTERNAL INFLUENCES 

A number of factors outside of reliability and economics drive the operations of 

the electrical system.   

2.3.1 EFFECTS OF PUBLIC PERCEPTION ON POWER SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

It’s important to understand the current state of the systems used to manage the 

electrical grid.  In some cases, literally, supplying electrical power is a matter of life and 

death.  The public at large has very little understanding of where their electrical power 

comes from, how it is produced, transported, coordinated, and served to them, and as 

such, the public has a very complacent, if not somewhat hostile, attitude about the 

electrical transmission system in general. As one engineer put it “They (the public) 

assume that it is the natural order of the world that when they flip the switch the light 

comes on.  Not realizing the miracle it is.” In short, these systems, while somewhat 

technically antiquated, reliably serve hundreds of millions of electrical consumers on a 

daily basis.  This lack of understanding has led to public opposition for a number of items 
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that would serve the electric grid well from a point of reliability and stability, such as 

installation of base load generation and the building of additional transmission lines, as 

well as avocation for the allocation of resources for items that increase (rather than 

decrease) grid stability such as wind and solar generation.  The managers of the electrical 

grid have responded to this pressure by pushing the physical electrical transmission 

components closer and closer to their operational limits [3].  This has led to a condition 

where an extremely complicated machine (the electrical grid), needing to be run 

continuously, is being forced closer to its limitations, while being denied any relief from 

these limitations in a traditional manner (base generation, transmission building, etc.).  

Additionally, because of the consequences of grid failure, power system operators are 

reluctant to place new unproven grid management methods into production, and even if 

operators are willing, there are problems in attempting to integrate these new items with 

the legacy systems. 

2.3.2 THE GREEN BUTTON INITIATIVE 

In September of 2011, Aneesh Chopra, the US Federal Chief Technology Officer 

(CTO) for the Office of Science and Technology Policy proposed a concept.  Based on 

the “Blue Button” initiative, (work announced by Health and Human Services Secretary 

Sebelius and the US Department of Veterans Affairs, involving a new website enabling 

consumers to download their personal health data and share it with health providers and 

care givers, all by “the click of a button”) a challenge was issued to the power industry:  

Apply the same idea to the energy industry with a “Green Button”.  

“Green Button”, stated plainly, was that consumers should have access to their 

energy usage information.  It should be easily downloadable and in an understandable 

format presented by their utility or retail energy service provider. Aneesh Chopra 
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challenged the smart grid ecosystem to deliver on the vision of the “Green Button” and 

provide customers access to their energy usage information electronically.  With this 

information, consumers could make more informed decisions about their energy use and 

actively manage it.   

By making this information available in simple standard formats, innovative new 

consumer applications and devices would be developed from within the private sector to 

utilize the information. As Chopra stated “Imagine being able to check your air 

conditioner from your smartphone, or having a clothes dryer that saves money for you 

automatically during critically hot days, or simply getting some helpful customized hints 

on how best to save energy and money in your house or apartment.”  For a “Green 

Button” initiative to work, the industry must engage in collaborative efforts to build an 

open-reference implementation of a “smart grid” based on a set of accepted industrial 

standards.  
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3.  STATE OF THE ART IN MODEL DATA MAINTENANCE 
ACTIVITIES 

In general, data collection methods are driven by the needs of the EMS and MMS.  

Sometimes the functions of reliability and market are driven from a common model, 

while other times the models are discrete and specialized to the individual systems.  This 

section provides a sampling of data collection processes across the industry for 

organizations that are similar in nature to ERCOT. 

3.1 ERCOT (PRE-NODAL MARKET) 

In the zonal model update process, ERCOT essentially spent two weeks before a 

database load modeling a “best guess” at reality for a two-week period following a 

scheduled database load. This was based on emails and Excel spreadsheets submitted by 

the entities external to the Independent System Operator (ISO) prior to the database load.  

There was one model data source for the EMS, and no ability for outage scheduling or 

operational planning to view any future topological changes to the system prior to the 

loading of the new model onto applications from that data source.  Additionally, the long-

term planning department had their own timelines and procedures that functioned 

independently of the operations model (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Data Submission and Processing in the Zonal Market 

The approach that was taken in the zonal market was to have the data submitted 

via spreadsheet/email, and an attempt was made by an individual from internal ERCOT 

modeling personnel to manually enter the data.  There was no ability to stage and track 

the project data within the single model environment, or stage multiple projects based on 

an energization date.  All data entry was done on a two-week cycle (i.e. data was entered 

into a model for a two-week period, prior to that model being used for the following two 

weeks as the production EMS model). 

There were a number of problematic issues identified by ERCOT that were 

embedded in the model update process such as: 

 The temporal nature of transmission projects 

 The lack of certainty in data modeling (due to the primitiveness of the 

communication methods) 

 Data management and model testing criteria 
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 Lack of unified data submission tracking 

 Lack of consistency across modeling environments 

3.2 CAISO 

The California Independent System Operator (CAISO) gathers information by 

having the entities external to the ISO submit their model changes manually to an internal 

ISO resource that would then interact with the MMS (This is essentially the same process 

followed by ERCOT before the implementation of the NMMS solution).  One additional 

point of complexity is that CAISO allows the data submitting entities to supply low 

granularity data models (Issues with Bus-Branch models/modeling described in Section 

4.5), which CAISO then receives and enhances using an internally maintained dataset.  

CAISO has recently been moving toward a system similar in nature to the NMMS, called 

the Enterprise Model Management System (EMMS).  The EMMS project aims to 

consolidate the network and commercial model into a common centrally managed system 

[4]. 

3.2 PJM 

PJM uses a project tracking and change coordination data submission portal that 

was designed internally for model data submission (new equipment, updates, etc.).  The 

data can be submitted to PJM in several formats, which is then interpreted by internal 

personnel and modeled into a single staging environment.  Once the models are built, 

they are loaded into off-line EMS environments, tested and promoted to on-line. Once the 

EMS model is validated, it is sent to downstream applications as a customized 

implementation of a subset of the CIM, called the Common Power System Model 

(CPSM), or other CIM export profiles from the single staging environment. Some 
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downstream systems are updated incrementally from an EMS model difference report.  

PJM does this model load four times a year, with an additional focus on collecting 

member projects for the summer and winter seasonal updates per model.  Given the 

amount of time that the model must remain relevant, PJM uses double modeling and 

switch configurations to represent changing topology (issues with pseudo-modeling 

described in Section 4.3).  Currently, PJM has begun using the CIM format internally for 

model creation and updates, but are not using CIM for data submissions from their 

members, or model exchange to external parties.  Data submissions for planning and the 

planning model building process are independent tasks from the real-time data 

submission processes [5].  

3.3 ENTSO-E 

Early in 2014, the ENTSO-E announced that it would be using IEC base CIM 16 

as its basis for the model data exchange standard ENTSO-E CIM.  This new standard has 

been undergoing interoperability tests in Europe as part of the European 2020 strategy.  

This change has been driven by a number of the same factors that drove ERCOT's 

development of the NMMS.  Currently, ENTSO-E is looking to use the CIM format to 

perform not only data exchange of power system equipment and grid topology, but also 

use the CIM to exchange case information and load flow study results (this area of CIM 

is referred to as “steady state hypothesis information”).  Other areas of CIM (one-line 

diagram layouts and geographic locational information) are currently under draft in the 

ENTSO-E CIM standards.  ERCOT CIM does not currently support those areas [6, 7]. 
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3.4 NERC 

NERC is in the beginning stages of identifying the list of issues ERCOT 

identified in 2004.  Recently the System Analysis and Modeling Subcommittee (SAMS) 

presented a set of findings from its Model Working Group (MWG) including the 

recognition of: 

1. A growing need for more accurate interconnection power-flow and dynamics 

cases 

2. Issues concerning proprietary models and non-standard components, which are 

impacting the development of dynamics cases. 

3. Based on a finding from the Southwest outage [8], that there were discrepancies 

between the planning models and the real time models used in the EMS. 

4. A need to move from bus-branch models to breaker-node models for operational 

and planning analysis. 

And that due to this, there was a need to: 

1. Create a library of standardized models and model components 

2. Develop validation procedures for power-flow cases. 

3. Migrate from the bus-branch models to breaker-node models. 

4. Establish a uniform structure for devices and parameters for the exchange of 

breaker-node data with, to be in use by 2020. 

All of these documented issues [9-11] were addressed by the initial NMMS 

design with the exception of the CIM modeling extensions required to support dynamic 

models (this is scheduled to be implemented in the NMMS by the end of 2015).   
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4.  CHALLENGES WITH CURRENT STATE OF THE ART 

This section describes the design of the then current grid management systems 

and supporting applications using model data, and then describes the then current state of 

the art for power system data management.  Once these design concerns have been 

established, they can be addressed in the approach for solutions detailed in the design of 

the system. 

The current problems that the power industry finds itself in can be distilled to the 

fact that the industry has yet to come up with a system-wide strategy for maintaining the 

model data necessary to support the array of applications requiring transmission system 

model data.  Since there are a variety of ways that data is communicated [12] and data 

maintenance for individual systems is currently conducted, a number of diverse 

challenges arise.  Challenges with the current of the state of the art are: 

 Data collection – Multiple entities within a single organization attempting to 

gather the same information in different formats. 

 Issues with proprietary data formats – Due to attempting to maintain data models 

in a vendor-supplied application, the data format is tailored for that application, 

and for that reason is proprietary in nature.   

 Point in time modeling – All data modeling is done on a single model 

representation on a single application, and therefore represents a single point in 

time of the model, limiting the ability to do future studies. 

 Hierarchal designs of the EMS systems - This design leads to the widespread use 

of string names as database primary keys, causing workability issues when 

attempting to ensure uniqueness of modeled equipment. 
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 Real-Time Network Modeling vs. Long Term Planning Modeling –Current issues 

with supporting multiple data models at differing levels of granularity being used 

in different applications. 

 Supporting Security Constrained Economic Dispatch – Problems with supporting 

model data whose veracity is linked to topological data.  Topological changes can 

invalidate the supporting model data. 

 Lack of System Flexibility - Due to the closed nature of these current systems, 

they are difficult to modify, making it difficult to adopt new methodologies of 

grid control.     

Details of each bullet are described in Section 4.1 – 4.8 

4.1 DATA COLLECTION 

In 2000, ERCOT began managing the electric grid using a zonal market 

management concept. This divided the state's electric grid into four congestion 

management zones, which were defined by transmission lines that were considered 

commercially significant constraints.  Price was determined by load zone average.  In the 

early days of this market, given the compressed time schedule for the new market roll-

out, and political pressure to be successful in short order, very little thought was paid to 

the idea of a unified data acquisition process. 

Consequently, newly created departments in ERCOT that required data from an 

external source (TDSP, RE, QSE, etc.) developed their own data acquisition and storage 

processes.  Hence, groups such as System Planning [13] and Resource Registration [14] 

had entirely different processes and forms for collecting information, even when some of 

the information was the same.  A common complaint when information was requested of 

Market Participants was that they had already provided that information to ERCOT 
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(albeit to a different internal group that was unaware that they possessed information 

needed by the other group). 

When information was shared within ERCOT internally, additional issues arose 

as to the veracity and integrity of the data since very few, if any, data controls were in 

place. Quite often the submitted data was altered prior to storage, and there was poor 

documentation of how the data was stored (for instance, the common attribute of line 

resistance was stored as ohms, per unit, or percent per unit, depending on the department) 

created many difficulties. 

4.2 ISSUES WITH PROPRIETARY DATA FORMATS 

In order to operate the grid, applications must have the data required to support 

their internal algorithms. Power companies have historically used independent data 

support processes for each different format required by each application [15]. When there 

is a need to exchange the data between one or more of these applications (for example, 

EMS providing the MMS current generator output levels, or the MMS providing a 

generation dispatch to the EMS), or communicate the information externally with other 

companies (power flow solutions, etc), a data adapter (data translator) is employed.   

Historically, a data adapter is a specially written piece of software code that takes data in 

the format stored in one proprietary piece of software, and transposes it to the propriety 

format used by another application.  These specially written pieces of code are normally 

very expensive, and prone to failure. This is because, in general, neither application 

vendor is willing to share the intellectual properties associated with their application.  

Since data requirements are driven by functionality, it is generally understood that, 

knowing the schema of the application's data repository allows for reverse engineering of 

the application's algorithms.  In large projects (i.e. a market redesign) the number of 
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proprietary formats used by both these legacy applications, and the new systems, requires 

many data adapters to import and export the data between the multiple systems.  

Integration of systems using data adapters can amount to half of the cost of the entire 

project.  Additionally, there is an exponential growth in the complexity of using data 

adapters when integrating each new application, or when exchanging data between 

multiple companies. 

4.3  POINT IN TIME MODELING 

EMS systems are built around an electrical model that can best be described as a 

point in time model, i.e. the internally stored model represents a single point in time for 

that operating period.  This design has been extended somewhat by the use of pseudo-

breakers and pseudo-equipment: i.e. modeling the same piece of equipment in two 

separate and different states (one breaker is considered “pseudo”, and the other is active), 

connecting both sets of model data to the main model through the use of those breakers, 

which can then be opened or closed as real-time field conditions change. Operationally, 

this system works, but from a modeling standpoint, this method requires a massive 

coordination effort.  Since there will be two or more modeled instances of the same piece 

of equipment representing different points in time, all connected to the model through the 

use of modeled pseudo-switches (switches that only exist in the EMS system, but do not 

exist in the real world), the same piece of equipment must be modeled multiple times. 

Additionally, after the final topological state of that equipment is reached, all of the 

pseudo-pieces of equipment used to support the system during the switching operations 

need to be removed. This, in turn, leads to issues with equipment auditing and reporting 

requirements.  These reports could show a single piece of equipment existing in multiple 

conditions in the model, or show multiple readings of telemetry for what is essentially the 
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same piece of equipment at the same point in time. In practice, telemetry histories during 

the pseudo modeled time frame are disjointed, and require manual intervention to be 

aligned.  Despite the inherent limitations with pseudo-switch modeling, ERCOT built a 

business process for database loads around a two-week load cycle employing this process 

where necessary and using modeling software provided by the EMS vendor.  

 

Fig. 2:  Pseudo-Switch Example State 1 

For example, Fig. 2 displays a one-line attempting to show two separate states of 

the same pieces of equipment in an initial condition where Line A-B is energized.  In this 

case, a Line A_B is being cut and a Substation C is being put in place.  The single model 

has to be able to support both views since the cut-in occurs during the period of time that 

the model is being used to operate the EMS.  In this case, the telemetry measuring the 

power flow from Line A-B now measures Line A-C, and additionally a new flow Line D-

B now exists.  However, while the old representation of the line is no longer viable, the 

telemetry is still flowing.  Breakers A and B are in the model twice, but from a EMS 

point of view, both breaker A’s are mapped to a single piece of telemetry, but A(1) is 
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open and A(2) is shut.  This is true of breaker B as well.  The final conditions of the 

breakers positions are in Fig 3.  

 

Fig. 3:  Pseudo-Switch Example State 2 

Once the final condition has been obtained, the data modeler must then go in and 

delete the A(1) and B(1) breakers, as well as realign any historical data associated with 

breakers A(1) and B(1) to breakers A(2) and B(2).  

4.4  HIERARCHICAL DESIGN OF EMS SYSTEM 

The legacy architecture of the EMS has been around for a while, dating back to 

the times of Program Data Processor (PDP) machines from the mid-1960s. The 

architecture normally consisted of two main frames, operating in a primary-secondary 

configuration, real-time data acquisition, alarming, and supervisory control. As time 

progressed, vendors developed advanced network applications on top of these SCADA 

systems (SCADA systems were originally developed by Autocon, a company acquired by 

Control Data Corporation (CDC) in the mid-1960s). Other companies were developing in 
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parallel – Systems Control Inc. in CA, (acquired by ABB), Ferranti Corporation 

(acquired by GEC) and ESCA (acquired by Alstom) which originally grew out of a few 

Systems Control employees that started what was initially an advanced applications shop 

in the late 1970s.  As these companies expanded and contracted over time, many of the 

developers and system architects of their EMS divisions were sought by other EMS 

vendors.  This diffusion of knowledge caused other EMS vendors to arrive at common 

solutions in their platform development (even without direct collusion), and 

consequently, a shared set of similarities and problems.   

 

Fig. 4:  Hierarchal Mapping of a Device 

Accordingly, the EMS systems carried a number of common traits, one being the 

heavy inclusion of FORTRAN as the base coding language (the development engineers 

tended to use the language that they were most familiar with; CDC even developed a 

special flavor of FORTRAN named MSF), and another being the use of hierarchical 

pathing of the instance of a device being used as the database primary key for the device 

(primary keys are vital to the operation of a relational database: every instance of data is 

designated with a key value that is unique within the database). The issue of hierarchical 
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pathing of instance data grew out of ICCP/SCADA monitoring systems, and many of the 

early decisions with database construction created primary keys based on the hierarchical 

path string of the data instance.  A primary key in a database for the device shown in Fig. 

4 might be something like “CONTROLAREANAME_WEATHERZONENAME-

_COMPANYNAME_SUBSTATIONNAME_VOLTAGELEVELNAME-

_DEVICENAME”.  This was functional in a static system where no data in that string 

name ever changed, however, in the real world, companies and substations changed 

names often, and the primary key in the database could not be changed to reflect that new 

reality. For a concrete example, while Houston Light and Power (HLP) ceased existing 

and became Centerpoint many years ago, in the ERCOT model, device names including 

the “HLP” characters in device’s name persisted for years afterward.  The reason that this 

occurred was that the EMS data models did not have the capacity to support wholesale 

changes.  Also, as with pseudo modeling, historical telemetry may require manual 

alignment due to primary key construction using company name as part of the identifier.  

Many of these drawbacks were taken into account with the design of the NMMS system. 

4.5 MODEL FIDELITY 

Historically, real-time operations of the electric transmission and distribution 

grids, and the long-term planning functions for the same grids, have not used the same 

base model data source.  This disassociation comes primarily from the way in which the 

individual models evolved.   

Real-time operations models were derived initially from SCADA systems, where 

real-time telemetry of equipment was mapped to static status boards.   As computing 

power increased and the ability to bring new operational functionality on-line (Security 

Constrained Dispatching, State Estimation, etc.) was improved, newer application 
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functionalities were developed by leveraging the existing SCADA infrastructure (with the 

primary reasoning for this choice being that SCADA systems already contained elements 

such as electrical breaker statuses, and generation telemetry that would easily serve as a 

foundation for the newer functionality). The summation of this development approach is 

that, for steady-state three-phase models, generally, operations models now tend to have a 

higher granularity of modeling than their planning counterparts for transmission level 

topology.   

By contrast, planning models were created for simulating real-time and future grid 

conditions, primarily for performing N-1 contingency analysis used in the determination 

of proposed transmission system improvements (new transmission lines, etc.).  Given the 

limitations of computing power at the time, a number of simplifications were employed 

to reduce the size of the model and the calculation time.  This included ignoring a number 

of pieces of topologically significant equipment such as electrical circuit breakers and 

disconnects, modeling equivalent distribution feeders as transmission level equipment, 

and for the most part, just collapsing all equipment of the same voltage level within a 

substation down to a single node (referred to as a “bus”).   

Since planning model representations of the electrical transmission grids were 

restricted in their granularity, limitations in the certainty of the power flow analysis were 

imbedded. A commonly cited limitation involves simulations requiring the loss of a 

transmission line.  For example, both a substation with a ring bus configuration (Fig. 5) 

and a substation with a breaker-and-a-half configuration (Fig. 6) would, in general, have 

the same representation in planning models (Fig. 7).  However, the loss of a transmission 

line in a connected ring bus would have a different post-contingency power flow result, 

as compared to the result of a loss of a transmission line connected in the breaker-and-a-

half configuration, since the ring-bus configuration would sectionalize in such a way that 
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the load at the substation would remain energized (Fig. 8) and served by the generation, 

while the same loss of a transmission line in the breaker-and-a-half substation would 

result in the loss of either the load or the generation (Fig. 9).  The prior case will be 

captured by the planning model representation in Fig. 7, but the latter case will not. 

This limitation was, in general, acceptable for planning studies, since in most 

cases, the power flow simulation of leaving all equipment in service, except for the single 

transmission line, was defined such that it corresponded to the most limiting contingency.  

Yet, as can be seen in Fig. 8, if the load was large, the sectionalizing of the breakers-and-

a-half bus and the resulting loss of the generation would lead to a post contingency 

overload of the remaining transmission line that would not be visible in the planning 

model-based studies. 

 

Fig. 5:  Operational Model Ring Bus Configuration 
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Fig. 6:  Operational Model Breaker-and-a-Half Configuration 

 

Fig. 7:  Planning Model for Figure 1 and Figure 2 

As technology improved, the number of buses in the system no longer 

significantly impacted the calculation time for the power flow solutions.  This allowed for 

additional buses and low-impedance line segments to be inserted into the model in 

attempts to more accurately represent the sectionalizing of the substation due to breaker 

switching. 
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However, because of this method, while operational and planning power flow 

results of line loading under given conditions converged closer, the underlying models 

producing these results diverged even farther.   

In carrying forward the example from before, while a ring bus may continue to be 

represented  in planning models using Fig. 3, the substation with the breaker-and-a-half 

scheme could be represented using the equivalent model in Fig. 10, where the removal of 

the low-impedance cross-connect simulated the sectionalizing of the substation.    

 

Fig. 8:  Post-Fault configuration for Ring Bus 
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Fig. 9:  Post-Fault configuration for Breaker-and-a-Half Configuration 

 

Fig. 10:  Planning model of Breaker-and-a-Half Configuration 

While inserting the zero-impedance line allowed for studying the sectionalizing, it 

increased the amount of discrepancy between the operations and planning models.  This 

meant that when attempting to map operations data changes to planning models for the 
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purposes of model maintenance (i.e. the reconducting of existing transmission lines 

changing impedance), a large effort was required to first locate the same element in the 

planning model and then map the update.   

As time progressed, and even more modeling analysis was made possible by 

improved computing capability and speeds, greater granularity of modeling was required 

for supporting the various incoming functions, thus causing these models to diverge even 

further. The amount of labor and effort required for supporting both modeling 

environments, as well as the amount of effort required to document and address 

inconsistencies between the two models, also became larger and more complex with each 

advance in technology. 

4.6 ZONAL TESTING PROCESS 

One of the major shortcomings of the zonal process was the inability to validate 

data as it was coming in from the data sources (TDSPs, QSEs, etc.).  Due to historical 

process development, all model changes for the given time that the model was to be 

actively used to control grid operations would be entered into a single dataset within an 

EMS system.  This was done with no differentiation at the project level, i.e, model 

changes to individual instances of model data were not segregated by project submittal.  

This meant that the process was prone to failure, as multiple data modelers were required 

to simultaneously update a single model on a single environment, and when an electrical 

power flow solution failed, the amount of data that had been altered made it difficult to 

troubleshoot which project had incorporated the data error. 
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4.7 SUPPORTING SECURITY CONSTRAINED ECONOMIC 
DISPATCH (SCED) 

As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, in order to ensure electric reliability, ERCOT must 

maintain the bulk electric grid in a (N-1) secure status [16].  This means that the system 

must be maintained in such a fashion that no single study contingency scenario, which 

results in the loss of one or more pieces of electrical transmission equipment, causes an 

overload on any piece of equipment that remains energized. For example, if a transformer 

is lost due to weather, accident, or equipment failure, the power that is no longer able to 

flow through that device will follow Ohm’s Law, and based on physical parameters of the 

remaining energized system, will seek alternate paths.  That change in power flow 

through the set of remaining paths must not cause any of the transmission equipment 

along those paths to exceed any of their physical transmission ratings.  In order to 

perform this analysis in real-time, ERCOT must maintain study contingency definitions 

for upwards of 6,000 individual contingency scenarios.  

4.7.1 STUDY CONTINGENCY DEFINITIONS  

Study Contingency definitions (normally described as a predicted loss of an 

element, or series of elements, as well as the current breaking devices that isolate the lost 

elements) will change with changes in the electrical model topology [17]. These changes 

to the electrical model topology occur as operators attempt to update their EMS and 

MMS models to mimic actual field conditions of electrical transmission equipment. 

Reconfiguration of breakers and new substations coming on-line, among others, will 

invalidate existing study contingency definitions, as well as create a need for new study 

contingency definitions to be defined. This leads to an interesting problem. Often times, 

the Transmission Service Providers (TSPs) are supplying the data to the Regional 

Transmission Organization (RTO), who in turn creates the models that are operationally 
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used. However, the TSPs and the RTOs may be using different standards for what 

constitutes realistic operational contingencies.  Also, these supplied electrical data model 

updates that change the topology may invalidate the study contingency definitions 

currently being used by the RTOs, and therefore, every incremental change must be 

reviewed for the possibility of breaking one or more existing contingency definitions. In 

large systems, this type of manual interaction becomes prohibitive, and may lead to 

reliability studies performed with study contingency definition lists that are either 

incomplete or inaccurate due solely to staffing constraints. 

4.7.2 MULTI-CIRCUIT CONTINGENCIES AND POST CONTINGENCY 

SPECIAL ACTIONS  

Contingency definitions have thus far been discussed in terms of losses of single 

elements isolated by current breaking devices. In reality, RTO’s have standard criteria in 

place for choosing scenarios that incorporate multiple elements into single contingency 

definitions, and are referred to as multi-element contingencies [17]. For example, in 

ERCOT, when multiple transmission line elements share common transmission towers 

for greater than .5 miles, the line elements, plus related current-breaking devices must be 

studied as a single contingency (referred to as “Double-Circuit” contingencies). 

Additionally, in certain network configurations, TSPs may have created a set of 

actions (referred to as either a Remedial Action Scheme (RAS) or Special Protection 

Scheme (SPS) depending on the time of implementation) that can be used to mitigate a 

post-contingency overload. An instance of this might occur, when after the study of a 

contingency involving line element A, the results of which are a post-contingency 

overload of line element B, it is discovered that opening a breaker on a step-up 

transformer prevents a back-feeding condition that is leading to the line element B 

overload, and that the breaker can be open with minimal operational impact, until the lost 
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line element A can be restored.  Under this situation, it may be acceptable to create a 

RAS and associate it with the study contingency. In that case, if during a study, it is 

determined that a post-contingency overload will occur, it is no longer necessary to 

proactively redispatch generation to mitigate the possible occurrence. Since there are 

higher marginal costs involved with either redispatching generation for reliability vs. pure 

generation cost (staffing, fuel, etc.), or building the effected transmission grid robust 

enough to compensate for the predicted loss of the elements, the use of RAS is often 

preferable to either of the alternatives. 

4.8 LACK OF SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY 

As technologies evolve, methodologies of grid control, monitoring and power production 

also evolve.  New instruments such as phase-angle measurements, market products such 

as distributed Controllable Load Resources (CLRs), and new sources such as solar and 

wind power generation, need to be merged into an already complicated data model as 

well as the business processes and support necessary for use in the energy management 

process.  One of the major hurdles in the use of these items is found in understanding 

how (due to decisions made during the zonal market development) ERCOT was set up to 

handle data acquisition, the nature of the ERCOT systems that utilized data in the zonal 

energy management system, and how these systems as they were designed were 

inflexible for integrating new and emerging technologies.  While this issue is large if just 

viewed from the operations aspect, it becomes more problematic still when viewed from 

a data gathering, testing, and maintenance perspective, where items such as system 

integration for data flows play a dominate role.  The lack of ability to simply modify the 

then current systems for additional data collection, additional testing, etc. meant that all 

new functional integration must be rebuilt, regardless of its carrying a rather large 
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associated cost.  This was further complicated by the fact that the system acting as the 

data source of record was the EMS, meaning that all changes in the data collection 

process had potential to impact an operational EMS, exposing additional project risk. 
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5.  APPROACH SOLUTION – NETWORK MODEL MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM DESIGN 

From section four it’s clear that the approach solution required the balance of a 

number of competing factors.  For the project to meet its goals, it needed to encompass a 

number of design considerations, and these considerations require prioritization.  Once 

the largest factors driving the design are identified, other less important factors may be 

taken into consideration to help fine-tune a number of areas.  The large factors identified 

were the following.  In identifying an approach, first there was a realization that the 

previously used methodologies were wholly inadequate for today’s environment.  While 

historical system development and design approaches had brought ERCOT to its current 

situation, the current standard in data validation methodologies was not going to stand the 

scrutiny of the regulatory environment in which ERCOT found itself.  In addition, the 

current best practices across the power industry identified a need to redefine state of the 

art in such a way that in aligned with the real world day-to-day needs for power system 

data. 

Once it was established that a new approach to state of the art was needed, the 

task of defining concepts that makes a system state of the art was undertaken.  The core 

goal was to design a holistic model management solution for the problem of power 

system data integration.  Two driving concepts were data accuracy (how close a 

measured value is to the true value), and data consistency (how much variance does a 

piece of data have across multiple systems).  After these concepts were established, the 

next level was to focus on what notations would support them.  For instance, for data 

consistency to be established, the idea of a common data repository is established.  To 

support data accuracy, there is a need for data validation and testing, etc.  The approach 

will essentially follow a waterfall method of design, as illustrated in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11:  Design Waterfall 

Taking into account the following: 

 INCORPORATING INDUSTRY STANDARDS – Use a design foundation that 

leans on pre-existing industrial standards, and supports other design criteria.  

Avoid leveraging anything that is proprietary in nature, or leans on the existing 

closed nature of an existing system. 

 STATE OF THE ART OF POWER SYSTEM MODELING – Review the 

business processes and historical context that have brought the industry to where 

it is.  Understand that the data collection, testing and maintenance philosophies 

need to be aligned with the situation that the industry finds itself in.  Use the 

identified design deficiencies to create criteria for the new system. 

 DATA CONSISTENCY–Need to maintain data across all of the applications, that 

is consistent. 
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 DATA ACCURACY–Provide a mechanism to identify and correct data 

inaccuracies; data needs to be accessible to those best able to authenticate it. 

 CHANGE TRACKING – For regulatory authorities and market auditors, the 

system needs the ability to track every change made to the data, who made it, and 

when. 

 DATA VALIDATION AND TESTING – The system needs to provide 

mechanisms for data validation and data testing.  The design needs to be robust 

enough to support expansion to meet future requirements. 

 COMMON DATA REPOSITORY – All data modeling is done on a single model 

data set representation which meets the consolidated data needs for all 

applications, and therefore represents the source of record for model information. 

 COMMON EXCHANGE FORMAT – Design systems to support a common 

format of data exchange that can be leveraged.  Push for an open architecture that 

allows multiple data models at differing levels of granularity to be supported in 

different applications.    

 CIM INCREMENTAL/PARTIAL MODEL UPDATING – Due to the closed 

nature of these current systems, they are difficult to modify, making it difficult to 

adopt new methodologies of grid control.  

 TRANSPARENCY – All aspects of the process need to be transparent to the 

users of the system and of the data. 

 CONCEPT OF TIME-BASED MODELING – The common data structure used 

to house data requires the ability to track changes by time of implementation.     

Details of each bullet are described in Section 5.1 – 5.11 
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Fig. 12:  Model Data Management High Level Functional View 

The design integration approach centers around a model management system 

based on the CIM [18] (dealing with issues of proprietary formats and hierarchical model 

design).  By using this single model management solution, multiple data entry systems 

will no long need to be utilized.  The vision was that the new system supports a job-based 

updating procedure using the CIM concept of incremental modeling, dealing with the 

point-in-time modeling issues. The merged dataset supports operations modeling via base 

CIM utilization, and planning modeling using a topology processor to produce the bus-

branch models. Additionally, data management and testing will all be handled in the 

common system. This research also develops post-processing capability to deal with 

model support information that is predicated on underlying topological information (Fig. 

12). 
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5.1 INCORPORATING INDUSTRY STANDARDS 

In order to begin the design process, it is important to establish a foundation for 

the design.  For a project that required data communications and model integration with 

other systems, it was necessary to adopt the necessary common industrial standards as 

soon as it could be achieved.  With this in mind, the NMMS was designed to use (to the 

extent possible) accepted industrial standards for the transmission of model related 

information to downstream systems. The desire for the “single source of record” concept, 

time-based data modeling, and data integration and exchange, created several of the 

selection criteria for the power system data management system.  The standard that was 

chosen was the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Common Information 

Model (CIM) standard.  To understand the CIM as an industrial standard, it’s important 

to understand the other industrial standards that underpin its design.  ERCOT decided to 

utilize the CIM standard as part of an effort to integrate a number of task-specific 

applications that shared common data elements.  Specifically, the Resource Description 

Framework (RDF) standard was utilized within an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 

file, to describe CIM data. However, instead of just communication between systems, 

CIM would be utilized for the design of the centralized storage warehouse as well: i.e. the 

data warehouse source system (NMMS) would be not only CIM compliant, but its 

schema would be CIM based.  CIM is an open standard for representing power system 

components, originally developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in 

North America, and now is a series of standards being sponsored by the IEC. The 

standard was started as part of the Control Centre Application Programming Interface 

(CCAPI) project at EPRI, with the aim of establishing a common definition for the 

components in power systems for use by the EMS Application Programming Interface 

(API), now maintained by IEC Technical Committee 57 Working Group 13 as IEC 
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61970-301. When speaking of “CIM”, it’s commonly understood to consist of three 

separate IEC standards: 

 The IEC standard 61970-3011 is a semantic model that describes the components 

of a power system at an electrical level and the relationships between each 

component [18]. 

 The IEC 61968-112 extends this model to cover the other aspects of power 

system software data exchange, such as asset tracking, work scheduling and 

customer billing [19]. 

 The CIM for Electricity Markets then extends both of these models with IEC 

62325-301 to cover the data exchanged between participants in electricity markets 

[20]. 

These three standards, collectively known as the “CIM standard”, were developed 

for power systems and have three primary uses: 

1. Facilitate the exchange of power system network data between organizations. 

2. Allow the exchange of data between applications within an organization. 

3. Exchange market data between organizations. 

As mentioned earlier, CIM was originally designed only as a semantic language 

for data exchange 

5.1.1 BENEFITS OF CIM 

ERCOT started examining the CIM standard as part of its energy market 

transformation as it migrated its zone-based market to a node-based one, as an effort to 

integrate a number of task specific applications that shared common data elements.  The 

CIM standard was originally developed for exchanging power flow models between 

operational EMS, and therefore is a standard that is highly granular in nature.  ERCOT 
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chose to leverage the CIM standard for a centralized data source that would support all of 

its model requirements for several reasons. First, as an open-source standard, it was 

encumbered by fewer intellectual property issues, and offered superior documentation 

and collaboration to vendor-specific propriety systems. Second, the standard was 

understood by vendors, and was relativity mature in its application; most vendors already 

have CIM-based importers that can read XML-based CIM files and populate their 

internal proprietary databases. Finally, the CIM schema can be easily extended and 

altered.  The rule set for modification of the schema allowed for easy manipulation, 

which aided reduction of costs associated with database schema changes. For a vendor’s 

application to be considered CIM compliant, it was required to ignore anything that it 

didn’t actively use.  While this may seem like a small requirement, its impact on costs of 

schema change implementation is significant. For example, if one of the downstream 

applications required a new attribute to hold data for application functionality, only that 

single application’s CIM importer needed modification to map the new attribute to its 

internal database system.  All the other applications’ CIM importers would ignore the 

new attribute, since it wasn’t necessary to the function of that application. This meant that 

the ERCOT data schema could be extended at will without requiring multiple vendors to 

modify their CIM importers. 

In order for grid control applications to function, data representing the ERCOT 

electric grid must be provided in a format that the receiving system can process.  This 

data is referred to as the ERCOT “model”, and is a temporally accurate representation of 

the Texas electric grid. For each of the new components, as well as the existing 

components that would be transitioned into the nodal business process, a model in a 

format consumable by the receiving system would be required.  Additionally, each of the 

components would be required to communicate with other systems, transmitting and 
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receiving model-based data from and to other operational systems, and communicating it 

in such a way that it could be understood by the receiving system. 

The desire to use industrial standards drove the design toward the use of IEEE 

standards for data, and for the vast majority of the downstream applications ERCOT 

employed CIM importers to read and stage XML files into databases for the use of the 

systems. 

5.1.2 EXTENSIBLE MARKUP LANGUAGE (XML) 

The XML began with the development of SGML by Charles Goldfarb, along with 

Ed Mosher and Ray Lorie in the 1970s while working at IBM.  SGML despite the name 

is not a mark-up language, but is used to specify mark-up languages.  SGML was used to 

create vocabularies which could then be used to mark up documents with structural tags.  

SGML was developed under the assumption that certain machine-readable documents 

could exist for decades in storage, and that new machines should be able to render these 

documents. Possibly the most popular implementation of SGML is the HyperText 

Markup Language (HTML). Since its development, HTML’s rapid adoption by industry 

has extended it to a point where it is primarily used for presentation, and is inappropriate 

as a general-purpose data storage format. While HTML is not a good data storage format, 

and SGML is too abstract for general use, clearly some standard is required to fill the gap 

for the stored data communications via machine-to-machine interfaces.  XML fills this 

gap, and additionally, it is considered somewhat human readable, while offering 

flexibility to support platform and architecture independent data interchange. 

XML allows for the description of a data framework and the use of that data 

framework to describe data held within it.  For example, when exchanging data between 

systems, a number 3.14 is meaningless unless the system also provides the meaning of 
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the data in the exchange process. Hence while 3.14 is a meaningless number, 3.14 MW of 

load at substation Pi has meaning. However this is true only when both of the systems 

exchanging the data have the same understanding of the data’s meaning: only then can 

they begin to do something useful with it (this will be further explained in the CIM). 

Before the development of XML, interfaces were much more customized point to point 

affairs that were almost unique to the individual systems. Since the development of 

XML, data can be exchanged between systems without any prior knowledge of the other 

system. So long as both systems understand the same schema (data structure), the data 

exchange is simple. 

While there are two ways to define the structure of an XML document, Data Type 

Definition (DTD) description and XML schema description, the XML Schema 

description written using XML syntax appears to be the industrial favorite due to its 

support of many more data types. Both DTD and XML schema allow for the 

specification of constraint rules (validation rules), which are applied to the contents of 

XML instance documents. The XML schema also allows validation rules of the data 

itself. These validation rules allow for validating the structure of XML elements, and in 

the case of XML schema, apply constraints on the type and nature of the data instance.  

XML elements contain data, other elements, a combination of both, or can be an empty 

element (null). All XML documents have a single root element which contains sub 

elements, and their sub-elements and so on. This results in a hierarchical tree structure 

within the XML document.  In this way an XML tag can be defined with a type of non-

negative integer, and a validating XML parser would fail the document if the data was 

other than an integer greater than zero.  XML Data may be stored in a variety of ways: 

the first and easiest is an XML file, in a file system.  They may also be stored in XML-

based databases, or in relational data structures, either as “raw” Large Character Binary 
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Objects (CLOBs) or parsed data in the relational tables (Oracle and other databases offer 

large character object types which can support the storage of the XML file as a large 

string). If the document is self-referencing, and only to be read and stored as a whole, 

then one should consider compressing the XML files before storage. XML has a verbose 

syntax, and the RDF implementation of XML, even more so, and so can often extend 

storage requirements significantly when considering the actual data being stored, and 

compression of XML files using normal compression routines can easily archive a 20:1 

compression.   

5.1.3 RESOURCE DESCRIPTION FRAMEWORK (RDF) 

The RDF is a language for representing information about instances of data (often 

referred to as resources) primarily used in web-based applications. It is particularly 

intended for representing metadata about instantiated data instances, such as the attributes 

related to the instance of data. However, by generalizing the concept, RDF can also be 

used to represent information about items that can be identified by web address, even 

when they cannot be directly linked via web address.  For example, information about 

energized equipment present in a power system, or settings used to solve a powerflow 

application, are candidates for modeling using a RDF format.  The RDF is intended to be 

processed by applications, however it is not considered “human-friendly” (not meant to 

be used directly by people). It provides a language robust enough for expressing this 

information, meaning that it can be used for data exchange between applications without 

loss of meaning.  

Since RDF is a common framework, application designers and vendors can 

leverage the availability of common off the shelf RDF parsers and processing tools. The 

ability to exchange information between different applications means that the information 
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may be made available to applications other than those for which it was originally created 

(the internal proprietary format).  RDF utilizes the concept of web identifiers (called 

Uniform Resource Identifiers, or URIs), and describes resources in terms of simple 

properties and property values. This enables RDF to represent simple statements about 

resources as constructs composed of nodes (classes) and arcs (associations), and their 

properties (enumerations) and values (attributes).    

Like HTML, RDF/XML is machine interpretable, and using URIs it can link 

pieces of information across the web. However, unlike conventional HTML, RDF URIs 

can reference any object, and this includes items that may not be directly referenced on 

the Web (such as the breaker in a substation). The result is that in addition to describing 

such things as web addresses, RDF can also describe any item (and of interest to the 

power industry, this includes lines, transformers, breakers, etc.). In addition, RDF 

properties themselves have URIs, to precisely identify the relationships that exist between 

the linked items.  

5.1.4 UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE (UML) 

With the structural foundation for the data exchange prepared by the RDF and 

XML standards, it’s important to understand one final concept that is necessary in 

creating the CIM model.  The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a modeling and 

specification language that is used for modeling a wide variety of components within the 

software development lifecycle, including data structures, system interactions, and use 

cases. The modeling is not tied to one particular implementation technology and can be 

realized on multiple platforms.  To understand the CIM, the user must understand UML 

class diagrams and the entities within it.  UML taken in context may be thought of as not 

only a modeling language, but also as a philosophy for how to describe processes, 
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procedures, and objects. It is a modeling language for specifying, visualizing, 

constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a system, but rather than just a language, 

UML may be thought of as a formalized set of core concepts that constitute object-

oriented core modeling concepts. UML is a very broad-based language employed by 

system developers prior to large software development projects. CIM uses a very small 

part of UML, referred to as the structural view.    

5.1.5 SCHEMA CONSTRUCTION 

CIM is an expression of a small portion of the UML standard, incorporating four 

basic constituent elements: Class, Attribute, Inheritance, and Association. By using 

industrially accepted standards like CIM, generic data adapters that can be coded by 

individual vendors as interfaces to translate data from CIM format to their internal 

proprietary format used in their downstream system.  This greatly simplifies integration 

of components, as it allows all coding being done by different vendors to program against 

a common data source in a common format.  A benefit to the vendors is that since these 

adaptors are written against an accepted industrial format, the adaptors can be resold as 

part of a standard base software package, reducing the amount of recoding, and allowing 

for a greater focus of resources on improving existing adaptors, rather than having to 

support multiple point-to-point adaptors at various customer sites. 

5.1.5.1 CIM Classes 

The basis CIM UML organization is the Class structure.  A Class represents a 

specific type of object that is to be modeled. A Class hierarchy contains the abstractions 

of the modeled Class that define every type of component within an organization as a 

separate class. Each Class can have its own attributes and relationships with other classes. 

A Class can be instantiated into any number of separate instances (objects in the object-
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oriented programming) each containing the same number and type of attributes and 

relationships, but with their own internal values.  For example, a Class type of “Building” 

could (without specialization) be used to instantiate and describe a structure (Fig. 13).  

 

Fig. 13: Class Example 

5.1.5.2 CIM Attributes 

Attributes are descriptions of structural or static features of the classes.  The IEC 

standard for CIM requires that all units be SI or SI derived. By standard, CIM values are 

not expressed as per-unit (common power system notation). Distances and measurements 

are metric and temperature in Celsius.  Attributes will have a data type, and may have 

units of measure associated with them, or they may be unit-less.  Attributes may be of 

type integer, numeric float, Boolean, text, etc.   For instance, a building would have a 

location that is intrinsic to the description of instance of a class, and hence, many have an 

attribute of GPSCoordinates (Fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14: Attribute Example 

5.1.5.2.1 Data Type Units 

As mentioned earlier, CIM defines data types for all attributes.  These data types 

are referred to as stereotypes, and for numeric units there is also the option of defining a 

standard multiplier along with the default stereotype.  For instance an attribute indicating 

the value of a voltage may have a stereotype of float, but since values are commonly 

denoted in the thousands or millions of volts, the attribute can have a default multiplier of 

kilo or mega added, thus allowing voltages to be kilovolts or power as megawatts. 

5.1.1.2.2 Enumerations 

Some attributes are defined as having an enumeration type. An enumeration is a 

list of pre-defined values, and the value of these attributes must be one with listed 

enumerations to be valid. These values are attribute specific and, unlike other attributes, 

will not have units or multipliers.  Examples of enumerations include the attribute of 

phase code (A, B, C, AB, AC, ABC etc.) for an instance of a class of AC line segment, or 

an attribute of an operating mode for a synchronous machine (generator or condenser). 

5.1.5.3 Inheritance  

Inheritance (Generalization in UML syntax) defines a class as being a type of 

another class. When a class is a type of another class, it inherits all the attributes of its 

parent, but can also contain its own attributes.  All classes can be abstract or concrete, 

depending on whether they are to be instantiated. If the class is in the schema to define an 

abstract class that represents a common parent for many other classes, then it is 
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considered abstract, but if a class may be instantiated then it is concrete.  One example of 

a class schema and class inheritance, an IdentifiedObject Class contains the attribute 

name and other attributes necessary to identify an object, a Stadium is a Class type 

representing a stadium, an ApartmentComplex is a Class type representing an apartment 

complex, and the Class of Building representing a building.  Please note that the Class is 

a representation of the instance, not the instance itself.  A building will have attribute 

GPScoordinates representing the GPS coordinates, a stadium will have an attribute of 

seatingcapacity representing the seating capacity, and an apartment complex will have an 

attribute of numberofApartmentUnits representing the number of apartments in the 

complex.   

 

Fig. 15:  Class Inheritance Example 

Fig. 15 denotes this graphically.  In this example, an instance of 

ApartmentComplex will have the “personal” attribute numberofApartmentUnits, and, in 

addition, it will have the inherited attributes of GPScoordinates from the class Building, 

and the attribute name from the IdentifiedObject class.  An instance of Stadium will have 
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all of the same inherited attributes as ApartmentComplex but will have its own unique 

attribute of seatingcapacity. 

5.1.5.4 CIM Association 

In Fig. 15, the only class relationship depicted is that of inheritance. Classes may 

have other relationships defined that represent linkages between classes showing 

relationships.  For instance, a Building may need to be linked to classes of Walls, 

LightFixture, and Street.  This need to associate objects brings into play three important 

concepts, that of cardinality, aggregation, and composition. 

5.1.5.4.1 Cardinality 

Cardinality is a property of associations that defines numerically how the 

association exists.  An association will have cardinality on both sides of the association.  

For instance, a building could have zero, one, or more (possibly infinite) number of 

streets next to it, and any street could have zero, one, or more (possibly infinite) number 

of buildings along the path that runs.  In this case, the association is considered zero-to-

many from both street and from building.  But in the case of a light fixture to building 

association, the light fixture can only be contained within one building, while the 

building could have zero, one, or more (possibly infinite) number of light fixtures 

associated with it. 

5.1.5.4.2 Aggregation 

Aggregation is a special kind of association that defines a relationship between 

classes, indicating that one is a container class for the other. In UML syntax class 

diagrams, associations of this type will be denoted with a clear diamond on the side of the 

association that is the container.  It’s important to note that an aggregation association 

(sometimes referred to as a clear or white diamond association), does not preclude an 
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instance of either class from existing independently.  For example, a building can contain 

many light fixtures, but if the building is removed, the light fixtures may still exist on 

their own, but if they do exist, contained within a building, they must follow the 

cardinality of the schema. 

5.1.5.4.3 Composition 

Composition is another special kind of association that is a specialized form of 

aggregation, where the contained object is a fundamental part of the container object. In 

UML syntax class diagrams, associations of this type will be denoted with a filled 

(blackened) diamond on the side of the association that is the container.  It’s important to 

note that with a composition association (sometimes referred to a black diamond 

association) the objects associated with the instance may not exist independently.  For 

example, a building can have many walls, but if the building is removed, the walls cannot 

exist by themselves (i.e. if the building is destroyed, by association, the walls have been 

removed as well).   

Fig. 16 denotes the types of associations, and it’s worth noting that both the 

Lightfixture class and the Wall class also both inherit the attribute name from the 

IdentifedObject class. 
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Fig. 16:  Associations example 

5.2 NEW STATE OF THE ART OF POWER SYSTEM MODELING 

It should be clear by now that data integration has traditionally not been perceived 

as a pressing issue by the power industry.  It should also be clear that since the electric 

market deregulation, and with the onset of a vast array of new technologies brought about 

by the convergence of several forces (infrastructure aging, resource limitations, 

environmental awareness, and the ubiquity of modern communications devices, etc.), in 

the United States and elsewhere in the world, there has been an ever increasing need to 

not only exchange  power transmission data on a regular basis, but to model and maintain 

it on an ever increasing level of granularity. Whereas, in the past, inconsistencies in 

operational data seldom threatened grid reliability due to its larger operational margins, 

now, with those margins reduced and the grid more stressed, data consistency and data 

accuracy are no longer luxuries but necessities.  Added into this mix are initiatives 

creating greater data needs at the state (Nodal Market) and federal (Green Button) level, 

as well as more government oversight and reporting requirements at the state level (Texas 

Reliability Entity), and federal level (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission). There is 
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no question that what was once considered state of the art in the electrical industries data 

management processes is now wholly insufficient for this new environment. 

5.3 DATA CONSISTENCY 

Plagued by issues with inconsistent data between the operations and market 

systems, as well as the inability to access model data necessary to make informed 

financial decisions, the designers of the nodal market have focused on a philosophy of 

consistency and open standards.  Using this philosophy, heavily weighted during the 

design phase, it was decided that the only way to achieve the required consistency of data 

was to create a single unified data storehouse that would maintain and deliver a consistent 

data model representative of the Texas electrical grid, and support all ancillary data 

necessary to operate both energy and market systems. This single source represents the 

“source of record” from which all systems would be fed, and having a single data source 

eliminates model discrepancies. 

5.4 DATA ACCURACY 

It is obvious that accuracy of model data is important to grid operations.  While 

items such as data consistency can be enforced though the design of the system, data 

inaccuracies are harder to control.  To this end, system design is instead focused on data 

transparency with the data owners (TDSPs and REs), with the main idea that inaccurate 

data, once identified, is corrected at the single data source, and the corrected data then 

filters down into all receiving systems, thus eliminating conflicts with systems attempting 

to communicate model data related information. 
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5.5 DATA VALIDATION AND TESTING 

The design includes multiple levels of testing and validation, and while it may 

appear time consuming, it is important to note that the testing is structured for two sets of 

goals. The first is to provide faster initial review for the initial submissions, screening for 

common mistakes, and allow for prompt correction so as to not slow the updating 

process. The other goal is to structure the time-intensive testing toward the end of the 

process, since integrated testing involves loading all of the applications in a test 

environment, and it’s important to minimize the chances of failure that late in the process. 

as time constraints become more pressing later in the process as the model data load 

approaches.  

5.6 CHANGE TRACKING 

It was clear that the paper and email-based submission processes utilized by 

ERCOT during the zonal market were archaic and error prone. TDSPs and REs were 

attempting communication with multiple groups within ERCOT, and each of those 

groups was also manually maintaining independent data sources.  Besides the multiple 

points in the process where error could be introduced, an additional issue was the 

inability to tie submitted data changes to the model data in the EMS application.  From 

these lessons, ERCOT decided to develop a project tracking and coordination process 

that would unify all changes in the model back to the data submission source; in short, to 

build the new system in such a way that every model data change would have supporting 

information of the “who, what, when, where, and why” in order to answer any audit 

questions concerning data submission.  
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5.7 COMMON DATA REPOSITORY 

As ERCOT began developing its nodal market implementation, it made a decision 

to adopt the best-of-breed concept for each of its main applications (EMS, MMS, CRR, 

etc.) rather than selecting a single vendor to supply all the applications.  The consequence 

of this decision was a need to integrate data communications and sharing across multiple 

vendor platforms.  This integration task required that a wide variety of systems with 

unique natures and individual formats be recognized and supported [21], and this in turn, 

drove the search for a common methodology to share model information between 

systems.  After analyzing the feasibility of point to point interfaces between the various 

systems, and weighting the need for data consistency, it was decided to centralize its 

model information to a common single-sourced data modeling; the ERCOT NMMS also 

uses it as a schema for information presentation and storage.  In the final design, the 

major component of the nodal implementation would be a common data repository.   

A common data repository mitigates two model data issues that plague many 

ISOs, those being that of data maintenance and data consistency.  While constant checks 

cross-referencing data across multiple databases to maintain data consistency is, at least 

in theory, possible with enough dedicated man-hours, the scale of the task makes such a 

solution infeasible. While other methods could possibly yield the same result, the method 

ERCOT selected to solve the data consistency issue was to have all systems feed data 

from a common data repository.  In short, all systems requiring model data are sourced 

from the same system, and therefore, datasets will not diverge, since no data maintenance 

is performed on the individual application datasets. 
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5.8 COMMON DATA EXCHANGE FORMAT 

While data adapters may still be regarded as state of the art for the power 

industry, the number of new applications required to operate the grid closer to its physical 

limits has begun a push for a common format for data exchange between applications, in 

hopes of reducing costs. 

As per the RDF standard of pure relational reference structure, the standard CIM 

model has no concept of hierarchy; however, users often enforce a hierarchy for usability. 

Frequently, this hierarchy enforcement comes in the form of “containment”, i.e. in CIM, 

conducting equipment has several associations, one of which is an association to 

VoltageLevel, and VoltageLevel in turn has several associations, one of which is an 

association to Substation. For usability, it's easy to think of the substation containing one 

or more voltage levels, and each voltage level containing one or more pieces of 

equipment.  This is sometimes referred to as a “parent-child” association. 

The following two figures describe RDF/XML partial models of an instance of a 

breaker in a voltage level.  Fig. 17 shows the true RDF representation; Fig. 18 shows the 

same information with an enforced hierarchy. 
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Fig. 17:  Generic RDF representation 

 

 

Fig. 18:  RDF representation with user provided containment and hierarchy 

RDF provides an XML-based syntax (called RDF/XML) for recording and 

exchanging these constructs.  For example, a small excerpt of RDF in RDF/XML 

corresponding to the in Fig. 18: 

 
<cim:VoltageLevel	rdf:ID="_{CDE29C94}">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>13.8</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:PowerSystemResource.teid>296762</etx:PowerSystemResource.teid>	
	 <cim:VoltageLevel.MemberOf_Substation	rdf:resource="#_{B7D30752}"/>	
	 <etx:PowerSystemResource.Operatorship	rdf:resource="#_{7111C08C}"/>	
	 <etx:PowerSystemResource.Ownership	rdf:resource="#_{9936F6E1}"/>	
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	 <cim:VoltageLevel.BaseVoltage	rdf:resource="#_{1C84CA31}"/>	
</cim:VoltageLevel>	
<cim:Breaker	rdf:ID="_{97A3CD26}">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>G010</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:Switch.initiallyOpen>false</etx:Switch.initiallyOpen>	
	 <cim:Switch.normalOpen>false</cim:Switch.normalOpen>	
	 <etx:Switch.switchedBySchedule>false</etx:Switch.switchedBySchedule>	
	 <etx:Switch.switchOperationOver>false</etx:Switch.switchOperationOver>	
	 <etx:Switch.switchOperationUnder>false</etx:Switch.switchOperationUnder>	
	 <etx:Switch.triggerNetworkSequence>false</etx:Switch.triggerNetworkSequence>	
	 <etx:Switch.tripLockout>false</etx:Switch.tripLockout>	
	 <etx:Switch.ZBR>false</etx:Switch.ZBR>	
	 <etx:ConductingEquipment.remove>false</etx:ConductingEquipment.remove>	
	 <etx:ConductingEquipment.removeEnable>false</etx:ConductingEquipment.remove
Enable>	
	 <etx:PowerSystemResource.Ownership	rdf:resource="#_{9936F6E1}"/>	
	 <cim:Equipment.MemberOf_EquipmentContainer	rdf:resource="#_{CDE29C94}"/>	
	 <cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage	rdf:resource="#_{1C84CA31}"/>	
	 <etx:PowerSystemResource.Operatorship	rdf:resource="#_{7111C08C}"/>	
	 <cim:Switch.operatingMode	 rdf:resource="http://iec.ch/TC57/2006/CIM‐schema‐
cim10#Switch.normal"/>	
</cim:Breaker>	 	
<cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{F65903EA}">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>CB_G010_2_B</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <cim:Terminal.ConnectivityNode	rdf:resource="#_{0D6D7713}"/>	
	 <cim:Terminal.ConductingEquipment	rdf:resource="#_{97A3CD26}"/>	
</cim:Terminal>	
<cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{1EFCB9CD}">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>CB_G010_1_A</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.pathName></cim:IdentifiedObject.pathName>	
	 <cim:Terminal.ConnectivityNode	rdf:resource="#_{1A9652A2}"/>	
	 <cim:Terminal.ConductingEquipment	rdf:resource="#_{97A3CD26}"/>	
</cim:Terminal>	
 

This RDF/XML contains URIs, as well as properties such as the “breaker state” 

attribute, and their respective values.  This kind of containment strategy often 

corresponds to whatever the historical parent-child associations were, that were enforced 

in the existing EMS. 

5.9 CIM INCREMENTAL/PARTIAL MODEL UPDATING 

Even in the idealized use of CIM as a data communications protocol between 

systems, it would be overly constraining to attempt to constantly communicate the entire 
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model to every system every time a piece of data requires updating [22].  The 

development of data communication reduction techniques for the sharing of CIM 

information is made easier, in that two of the benefits of CIM utilizing the RDF format, 

are that RDF makes use of a unique identifier for each instance of data in the model, and 

RDF is non-hierarchical.  Both of these elements of the format lend itself to the idea of 

two alternate methods of CIM Model communications.  The two methods are Incremental 

Modeling and Partial Modeling.  

5.9.1 INCREMENTAL MODELING 

CIM supports the concept of incremental modeling, that is, the ability to create a 

change file that is consistent with the CIM standard for only the data that is being altered.  

This is possible because the CIM standard leverages the RDF standard for instance 

referencing [18].  The basic framework of the file is RDF/XML, except that the instances 

are grouped into two subsections, those being “deletions” and “additions”. If the instance 

of data is referenced in both sections, the data is considered a change to an existing 

instance or an “update”.  Incremental CIM files are used in conjunction with a receiving 

systems CIM importer, and its internal representation of the model.  The assumption 

when using an incremental file is that the receiving system already has a full copy of its 

current model in its internal representation, and that the incremental file contains 

information that adjusts that dataset.  The following is an example of the incremental file 

for a Disconnect deletion: 

 
<?xml	version="1.0"	encoding="UTF‐8"?>	
<rdf:RDF	xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#>	
	 <dm:DifferenceModel	rdf:about="">	
	 	 <dm:reverseDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="Ercot">	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{1C936E55‐99A2‐4282‐B8F1‐29215B29F}"/>	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{A61E6331‐0862‐42AE‐A26D‐12ACC9CEC}"/>	
	 	 	 <cim:Disconnector	rdf:ID="_{5B75F25D‐0089‐48DC‐B265‐C3F632}"/>	
	 	 </dm:reverseDifferences>	
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	 	 <dm:forwardDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="	Ercot	"/>	
	 </dm:DifferenceModel>	
</rdf:RDF>	

While, technically, the Terminal deletions were unnecessary, it is good practice to 

ensure that for topology changes, all of the instances of data associated with the piece of 

equipment are also removed.  The following is an example of the incremental file for a 

Disconnect addition: 

 
<?xml	version="1.0"	encoding="UTF‐8"?>	
<rdf:RDF	xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#>	
	 <dm:DifferenceModel	rdf:about="">	
	 	 <dm:reverseDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="	Ercot	"/>	
	 	 <dm:forwardDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="	Ercot	">	
	 	 <cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{AAAAAA}">	
	 	 	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>T1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 	 	 <etx:Terminal.monitoredEnd>true</etx:Terminal.monitoredEnd>	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal.ConnectivityNode	rdf:resource="#_{CONN_11}"/>	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal.ConductingEquipment	rdf:resource="#_{	DISCON_1}"/>	
	 	 </cim:Terminal>	
	 	 <cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="_{BBBBBB}">	
	 	 	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>T2</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 	 	 <etx:Terminal.monitoredEnd>true</etx:Terminal.monitoredEnd>	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal.ConnectivityNode	rdf:resource="#_{	CONN_12}"/>	
	 	 	 <cim:Terminal.ConductingEquipment	rdf:resource="#_{	DISCON_1}"/>	
	 	 </cim:Terminal>	
	 	 <cim:Disconnector	rdf:ID="_{DISCON_1}">	
	 	 	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>1765</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 	 	 <etx:Switch.futureTransition>false</etx:Switch.futureTransition>	
	 	 	 <etx:Switch.enableManualSwitching>	

true</etx:Switch.enableManualSwitching>	
	 	 	 <etx:Switch.initiallyOpen>false</etx:Switch.initiallyOpen>	
	 	 	 <cim:Switch.normalOpen>false</cim:Switch.normalOpen>	

<etx:Switch.switchedBySchedule>	
false</etx:Switch.switchedBySchedule>	

<etx:Switch.switchOperationOver>	
false</etx:Switch.switchOperationOver>	

	 	 	 <etx:Switch.switchOperationUnder>	
false</etx:Switch.switchOperationUnder>	

	 	 	 <etx:Switch.triggerNetworkSequence>	
false</etx:Switch.triggerNetworkSequence>	

	 	 	 <etx:Switch.tripLockout>false</etx:Switch.tripLockout>	
	 	 	 <etx:Switch.ZBR>false</etx:Switch.ZBR>	
	 	 	 <etx:ConductingEquipment.remove>	

false</etx:ConductingEquipment.remove>	
	 	 	 <etx:ConductingEquipment.removeEnable>	

false</etx:ConductingEquipment.removeEnable>	
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<etx:Equipment.DAM_Monitored>	
false</etx:Equipment.DAM_Monitored>	

	 	 	 <etx:Equipment.DAM_Secured>true</etx:Equipment.DAM_Secured>	
<etx:PowerSystemResource.teid>	

10027</etx:PowerSystemResource.teid>	
	 	 	 <cim:ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage	

	rdf:resource="#_{DA03B80043AA}"/>	
<cim:Equipment.MemberOf_EquipmentContainer	

rdf:resource="#28A810BA	"/>	
	 	 </cim:Disconnector>	
	 	 </dm:forwardDifferences>	
	 </dm:DifferenceModel>	
</rdf:RDF>	
 

This is slightly more complicated than the deletion, since individual attributes of 

the instances must also be specified.  The final example of an incremental file is for a 

Disconnect attribute modification: 

 
<?xml	version="1.0"	encoding="UTF‐8"?>	
<rdf:RDF	xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#>	
	 <dm:DifferenceModel	rdf:about="">	
	 	 <dm:reverseDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="Siemens">	
	 	 	 <rdf:Description	rdf:about="#_{DISCON_1}">	
	 	 	 	 <cim:Switch.normalOpen>false</cim:Switch.normalOpen>	
	 	 	 </rdf:Description>	
	 	 </dm:reverseDifferences>	
	 	 <dm:forwardDifferences	rdf:parseType="Statements"	xml:Base="Siemens">	
	 	 	 <rdf:Description	rdf:about="#_{DISCON_1}">	
	 	 	 	 <cim:Switch.normalOpen>true</cim:Switch.normalOpen>	
	 	 	 </rdf:Description>	
	 	 </dm:forwardDifferences>	
	 </dm:DifferenceModel>	
</rdf:RDF>	

In the previous example, it’s important to note that the incremental change file 

relies on a “rdf:about” element instead of a “rdf:ID” element.  This means that in general, 

the change file has no concept to convey as part of the file, as to the nature of the instance 

of the class of data the file is modifying. 
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5.9.2 PARTIAL MODELING 

Partial Modeling files are another method of conveying CIM information outside 

of the context of a full CIM model, and like incremental model files, they represent a 

change to the full model. However, they lack the functionality of the incremental model 

files, only serving in an add/overwrite role.  Partial models will list instances of data and 

associated attributes. If the instances of data exist, then their attributes will be over- 

written based on the contents of the partial model file.  If the instances of data referenced 

in the partial model file do not exist, they will be added to the model by the application’s 

CIM importer. 

5.10 CONCEPT OF TIME-BASED MODELING 

Time-based modeling is a concept that was developed early on in the power 

industry, for updating and maintaining bus-branch models [23]. Because of the 

construction of CIM, it is a natural extension to the incremental update standard for CIM 

models.  The basic idea was that, by “time stamping” the incremental CIM file and 

adding a layer of metadata to denote project related information that was outside the 

scope of the model information, but relevant to the tracking and coordination process 

necessary to the implementation of the model change, the data could be housed as a 

package for application to a base model.  A graphical representation of this concept is 

illustrated in Fig. 19. As the figure shows, a base model with a date prior to July 20, 2012 

is housed in the dataset, time stamped step changes to the model are then “stacked” on 

top of the base model.  If the model is built at any of the time points (represented by the 

grey transparent planes), the process is to build the model from the bottom up.  The build 

process would start with the base model, and incorporate the in date specified order 

closest to the base model date, and then is extended in time to the date the model is to 
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represent.  If the piece of information changes due to multiple step model changes, the 

later changes will overwrite the previously added ones.  This allows for the model to 

simulate the changing conditions of the electrical grid, due to construction or other 

reconfiguration over a period of time. 

 

 

Fig. 19:  Time-Based Modeling Graphic 

This concept is well supported through the use of the CIM incremental file 

standard, and each step change in the model may be viewed as a single incremental file. 

5.11 TRANSPARENCY 

As part of the design, it was important that the aspects of the data submission and testing 

needed to be transparent.  This included interfacing with the data owners, and imposing a 
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data security scheme for the NMMS, thereby creating a sense of data ownership with the 

equipment owners. In the past, data submission was a less transparent process. Since the 

equipment owners didn’t have access to the data in the ERCOT production applications, 

it was virtually impossible for them to verify data quality and accuracy.  By designing 

and providing a user interface, and basic instructions that allow only the data owners to 

view, modify, and coordinate activities around their equipment, owners are more easily 

able to identify and correct issues with the associated data. 
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6.  NMMS IMPLEMENTATION 

The work that has thus far been completed is to build and activate the core 

components of the common data repository using a CIM relational data structure.  Much 

of this is published in “Lessons and Experiences in the Implementation of a Consolidated 

Transmission Modeling Data System at ERCOT” [24] and in “Methodology for 

Extending and Managing a CIM based Transmission Model Based upon Lessons Learned 

at ERCOT” [25].  This work involved creating the database schema, a user interface to 

connect to the external data providers, and designing a process flow for data verification 

and eventual use in a model for the production systems used in grid control. 

6.1 MODEL DATA LIFECYCLE 

As stated earlier, ERCOT is responsible for both ensuring reliability, and 

operating the financial market that calculates LMPs, and settles the bids and offers at 

fifteen-minute intervals.  This is done through the use of two primary systems, the EMS 

(reliability) and the MMS (market). Several secondary systems also play critical roles, 

such as the CRR system, which handles long-term market hedging, and Outage 

Scheduling (OS) which allows for market participation to coordinate planned equipment 

outages with the rest of the ERCOT community. All of these systems have CIM 

compliant interfaces, and require data representations of the ERCOT electric grid, and 

receive the information from a single aggregated source system at ERCOT: the NMMS.  

The NMMS has several features to support modeling of the ERCOT transmission system.  

Fig. 20 shows the generic flows of data through the common system. As can be seen, 

information inputs required to run the transmission system take many forms, including 

information that would not normally be seen as necessary for grid security, such as 

registration data.  
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Fig. 20:  Generic Data Flows for NMMS 

In the exercise of mapping the model data flows, on the output side, it’s important 

to note the scope of receiving systems, as well as the necessary formats that need to be 

supported. In general, data life-cycle management can be divided into three broad 

categories: 

• Data Entry 

• Model Building, Validation, and Testing 

• Model Release and Finalization.  

6.1.1 DATA ENTRY 

Data Entry is the process of gathering and entering data into a system.  While this 

may sound mundane on the surface, the interfaces designed to allow incoming data to be 

mapped into a common dataset, as well as functionality to validate and track the data 
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submission, can be fairly complicated.  In general, an external facing interface requires 

both an API, and a Graphical User Interface (GUI).  Both interfaces were required to deal 

with the variety of external users. The technical “prowess” of the data submitter dictates 

which method they will utilize.  Small rural electrical cooperatives, lacking large internal 

IT organizations, will be most likely to use the GUI, while other larger organizations may 

internally build their own user interfaces, and then transfer the data to ERCOT using the 

API.  ERCOT receives its transmission equipment data from the TDSPs and other market 

participants through a module of the NMMS, the Project Tracker and Coordinator (PTC) 

interface.  The PTC provides the tracking information for the model change data, and is 

submitted primarily via what is referred to as the Network Operations Model Change 

Request (NOMCR) procedure. In general, regardless of the utilized GUI, at a high level, 

Fig. 21 illustrates a standard data flow path for model data submission.  A normal data 

submission and migration scenario would be similar to the following: 

1. An external market participant is planning on adding a new transmission line that 

will energize on some known date. 

2. The external market participant enters metadata in the PTC about the model data 

being submitted via the NMMS data entry user interface.  This information would 

include a high-level description of the change, supporting documents, projected 

energization date, etc.   

3. Once the metadata has been entered, the information that has impact on the 

transmission data model (i.e. transmission equipment, topology, etc.) is entered. 

4. The primitive data validation is performed (range checks, non-null fields, etc.). 

5. After validation, external market participant submits data, and the internal 

ERCOT personnel are notified by the system that a new submission exists. 
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Fig. 21:  Model Data Flow Path 

One of the additional areas in which extensions were made to the schema, was 

modeling support for the concept of an equipment “owner” and “operator”. These 

enhancements were primarily added to support the data submittal interface. Every 

instance of data, representing a transmission element in the model, can have one or more 

owners and one or more operators.  This allows for delegation of support activities and 

coordination of changes on shared equipment. The difference between owners and 

operators from an NMMS application standpoint, is that operators can change any data 

for equipment that they are designated as operators for, except for the ownership.  

Owners can change both the ownership as well as the operatorship.  Fig. 22 shows the 

UML of the extensions. 
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Fig. 22:  Data Ownership/Operatorship Extensions 

Adding this support to the model then allows for notifications to be sent to 

responsible parties that are listed as either an Owner to Operator of any piece of 

equipment.  This means that anyone who is even tangentially affected by the change will 

receive an email that a NOMCR has somehow modified a piece of equipment that they 

own/operate, allowing for greater coordination. Additionally, any time the NOMCR 

changes state, i.e. an “In Production” state to an “Archive” state, emails are sent to the 

owners and operators. 

6.1.2 NETWORK OPERATIONS MODEL CHANGE REQUEST LIFE-CYCLE 

After the NOMCR has been successfully submitted, it will exist within the PTC 

and enter into a process where the NOMCR data will be aggregated with other model 

changes, and eventually make its way in EMS and MMS production models.  NOMCRs 

follow the life-cycle depicted in Fig. 23  
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Fig. 23:  NOMCR Life-cycle 

Each NOMCR will have one of the following statuses corresponding to states in 

Fig. 23: 

1. Saved: The NOMCR has been saved, but not submitted. 

2. Deleted: A NOMCR can only have this status if it has never been submitted.  

Only the submitter can "delete" a saved NOMCR. 

3. Withdrawn: A NOMCR can only be changed to this status if it has been 

submitted.  Withdrawing a device can only occur by the Market Participant (not 

ERCOT).  The NOMCR will no longer be "active". 

4. Rejected: A NOMCR can only be changed to this status if is has been submitted. 

Rejecting a device can only occur by ERCOT (not the MP).  The NOMCR will no 

longer be "active". 
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5. Submitted: The NOMCR has been submitted. 

6. Resubmitted: A NOMCR can only be given this status if it has already been 

submitted.  This status will tell the NMC that a change was made to the NOMCR 

and it had to be submitted again. 

7. Received:  This status tells the MP that the ERCOT NMC has received the 

submitted NOMCR. 

8. Approved for Testing:  The NMC determines that the NOMCR has enough info to 

begin testing. 

9. Additional Data Required: After the NMC reviews the NOMCR, the NOMCR 

may be put in this status if there is not enough information for it to go further into 

testing. 

10. Market Test Complete: The NOMCR has been submitted in the Market Test 

Model, and it survived the Market Test as well as the Level 4 test.  The timeline is 

now 15 days from the 1st day of the month in which the NOMCR energization 

date occurs.   

11. Approved for Production: The change has been tested and, if all things go 

according to plan, should not cause any issues when going into Production  

12. In Production:  Means that the change has actually made it to the Production 

model. 

13. Closed: The NOMCR has been added to Production and was "energized" 

successfully.  (The NOMCR is no longer active) 

14. Archived: Once a CR is closed, rejected or withdrawn it receives the status of 

Archived. 

As stated earlier, all data, prior to submission, undergoes an automatic validation 

process (required fields, range check, schema integrity, name service registration, etc.).  
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This is also referred to as Level 1 Testing.  The part of the NOMCR life cycle that maps 

to the Data Entry Process previously discussed is shown in Fig. 24, and a successful Data 

Entry Process will provide a NOMCR in a submitted state. 

 

Fig. 24:  NOMCR process states for Data Entry 

ERCOT Nodal Market Protocols dictate a time line for notifications, and testing 

once data has been successfully submitted. While a pre-submission validation is no 

guarantee of error-free data, or success at subsequent model power flow testing, it 

provides at least basic assurances.  NOCMRs that don’t pass validation, may be saved, 

edited, etc. until they can be modified and corrected.   

All data once successfully submitted, undergoes additional programmatic data 

sanity checks and visual inspection by the internal ERCOT model coordinating 

personnel.  This is also referred to as Level 2 Testing.  This portion of the NOMCR life-

cycle process allows for validation that the submitted model changes match the metadata 

description provided, and that all additional supporting information is provided and is 

highlighted by Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 25:  NOMCR process for Model Coordination 

Upon opening the submitted change, the status of the NOMCR is changed from 

“Submitted” to “Received”.  This is when the NOMCR is made public, both in the 

NMMS system to other users, and to Market, via web postings.  Once the NOMCR has 

been received at ERCOT, it is assigned to the model testing group and the status is 

changed to Approved for Testing. 

6.1.3 DATA/MODEL VALIDATION AND TESTING 

Many of the issues identified in the design considerations have been partially 

addressed by different aspects of the design thus far, i.e. the design of the PTC (moving 

away from spreadsheets and email), the utilization of the incremental CIM standard 

(allowing for easy tracking of changes at the instance and project level, etc.).  One of the 

large issues that remains is model testing.  Since the NOMCR process tracks changes at a 

project level, and model testing is done at an energization date driven snapshot in time, 

there is not always a clear mapping between the two processes.  Data/model testing at 

two levels, and Level 3 testing is a review of the NOMCRs that are to be incorporated 

into the model prior to testing to insure completeness of the data, from a model-testing 
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standpoint.  Level 4 testing involves the holistic validation and testing of the data in a 

constructed data model, and can be broadly segregated into the following five states: 

Building a Test Model, and Validating a Test Model, Exporting the Model, Post-

Processing, and Application Testing. 

6.1.3.1 Building Process 

The model tester selects an energization data, and the system builds an in-memory 

time-based model snapshot, beginning with the base model, and including changes that 

are scheduled to be energized between the base model and the model energization date.  

The model tester will manually review the data in NOMCRs that are part of the model 

build. 

6.1.3.2 The Validating and Correcting Process   

Once the model is built, the validation and correction process begins.  This is an 

iterative stage in the Model Build Process, and evaluates changes from all NOMCRs 

submitted for a particular model (as decided by choosing an energization date) as a 

whole.  The objective of this stage of testing is to identify and eliminate any model errors 

that may cause issues when consumed by the downstream CIM model customers or 

applications.  There are two basic approaches taken for pre-model build validation:  

a) Comprehensive validation: uses extensive checks on every instance of data 

present in the model individually (intra-object) and its interaction with every other 

instance it is related to (inter-object). 

b) Abridged validation: concentrates on a few specific validation checks initiated 

against a timed-snapshot of the model database. 

Comprehensive is useful for the final model release (to ensure that no modeling 

errors are passed on to downstream systems). However, this level of validation is very 
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time consuming.  A better approach is to allow for a partial rule set to be run on the 

model during the early testing, speeding the iterative correcting process (a smaller set of 

data validation checks are initiated on instances present in the model). Regardless of 

validation method, when the data validation is complete, the application generates a 

validation log.  Each set of validation logs are reviewed by the model tester, and changes 

to the model are submitted via the NOMCR process to correct the issues, and validation 

is then run again.  The process is repeated until all issues have been addressed. 

6.1.3.3 Exporting the Validated Model   

Once the model data has been validated, the test model generator in PTC’s case 

builder function is used to export a CIM/XML from the built test model stored in 

memory.  After this file has been produced, it may be used for post-processing activities.  

6.1.3.4 Post-Processing the Validated Model   

Post-processing activities of the validated test model include analyzing the file 

and constructing additional pieces of modeling information that is necessary to support 

the applications.  Examples of this include the additions of information on contingencies 

(see Section 6.3 for additional information) [26], and expanding out certain schema to 

support legacy architecture in the EMS and MMS systems.  

6.1.3.5 Application testing of the Validated Model   

Once the post-processing of the model is complete, copies of the post-processed 

model file are loaded into test versions of the EMS system and MMS systems.  Internal 

testing is considered complete when the EMS and MMS applications can successfully 

create valid solutions using the new model files.  If questionable results are obtained, the 

model testing individual will analyze the issue for errors in data, or defects in the 

application software.  The combination of testing in the EMS and MMS is referred to as 
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level 4 for the NOMCR process, and ensures that all of the data changes in all of 

NOMCRs are incorporated with all other NOMCRs for timeframe interaction, so as to 

not create data conflicts leading to application issues. 

Fig. 26 highlights the NOMCR processes for the model data validation and testing 

phases.  If Levels 3 and 4 testing are successful, the NOMCRs involved in the test have 

their statuses changed to “Market Test Complete”. If there are issues with the data, the 

NOMCR may be “Rejected” or marked as “Incomplete”, so that additional information 

may be obtained from the submitter. 

 

Fig. 26:  NOMCR process for Model Testing 

6.1.4 MODEL RELEASE 

Once model testing is complete, the model is released from the network modeling 

group to the individual groups that support the production level application versions of 

the EMS and MMS systems. They will perform an integrated test of the model data, 
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verifying that the data flows sourced from the model that are used to communicate with 

the individual systems function as intended.  This level of testing is referred to as Level 5 

testing.  If anything fails during the level 5 testing the NOMCRs may be “Rejected” or 

marked as “Incomplete”, so that additional information may be obtained from the 

submitter.  It’s important to note that if that occurs, the entire model building process 

must be redone. The man-hours avoided by the rework associated with integration testing 

failure provide the justification for a large upfront testing effort in Levels 1-4.  If no 

issues occur the NOMCRs are marked as “Approved for Production” in the NOMCR life-

cycle.  The Model plus the NOMCRs that are part of it are now ready to be loaded into a 

production environment, and be used to control grid function and support the nodal 

market.  The integrated testing part of the NOMCR process is highlighted in Fig. 27. 
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Fig. 27:  NOMCR process for Integrated Testing 

Once the NOMCRs are in the “Approved for Production” state, they can no 

longer be withdrawn. 

6.1.5 USE ON PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND FINALIZATION 

After the NOMCRs have been tested as part of a model and all testing has been 

completed.  On the model loading date (normally corresponding to 5 days before the 

selected energization date) the model is loaded into the EMS and MMS, and used for 

controlling grid function and market for about a week until the next model is loaded.  

After the model has been loaded into production, the NOMCRs become part of the base 
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model and are closed and archived. This process is referred to as finalization.  This part 

of the NOMCR process is highlighted in Fig. 28. 

 

Fig. 28:  NOMCR process for Finalization 

6.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOPOLOGY PROCESSOR 

As part of the NMMS project it was necessary to develop a topology processor to 

convert the ERCOT CIM model (breaker-node model), to a bus-branch model compatible 

with system planning needs for supporting transmission-planning processes. The 

Topology Processor is the piece of integration that ties operations and planning models to 

a common data source. How the conversion of this data takes place, including system 

planning needs for supporting transmission planning processes, is of critical importance 

to a number of stakeholders that use the created bus-branch models. These are, most 

notably, the working groups associated with ISO activities, such as the Steady State 

Working Group (SSWG), responsible for long-term planning studies, the System 

Protection Working Group (SPWG), responsible for short circuit studies, and the 
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Dynamics Working Group (DWG), responsible for dynamic system response studies.  

The development of the Topology Processor interface was a major undertaking of 

ERCOT as part of the market system redesign, and had not been successfully 

implemented in the industry prior to that time. 

6.2.1 REQUIREMENTS 

While historically there were a number of methods associated with the energy 

management system (EMS), that allowed for the creation of real-time topology processed 

cases from higher granularly operational base models, these models were only snapshots 

of the real-time EMS based on current telemetry; hence the buses were dynamically 

created, based on switch position, and therefore were not useful for the ERCOT planners 

and working groups (SSWG, SPWG, DWG) who required consistent bus numbering 

assignments from a topology processed output file.  However, during the design phase, 

working groups (SSWG, DWG) expressed that it was also necessary to support the 

“operations methodology” of topology processing to support forensic studies of power 

system excursions.  To meet the goals of the working groups for how the CIM-based 

node-breaker model should be processed into the bus-branch model, two specific 

methods of topology processing logic are deployed.  One creates a bus-branch model, 

based on the “Most-Favored” node markers; the other creates a bus-branch model based 

on “Connectivity Node Grouping”.  Most-favored node topology processing is a method 

preferred by operational groups in real-time environments, where model-to-model 

consistent bus numbering/mapping is not required, while conductivity node grouping is 

primarily used by planning groups.   
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6.2.2 CIM MODIFICATIONS FOR TOPOLOGY PROCESSING SUPPORT 

As stated earlier, in utilizing the CIM for topology processing support, it’s 

important to remember that while the standard CIM model has no concept of hierarchy, 

users often enforce a hierarchy for usability.  The design of the ERCOT topology 

processor makes use of this concept, while utilizing several core CIM classes, as well as 

several ERCOT CIM extensions.  In the base CIM, the Topology Processor uses: 

 Terminal: A modeled electrical connection point for a piece of electrically 

conducting equipment. Terminals are used in conjunction with the 

ConnectivityNode class to model the electrically connected pieces of the 

transmission grid. Terminals must be associated to one and only one 

instance of ConductingEquipment. 

 ConnectivityNode: In CIM, instances (pieces) of equipment that inherit 

from type ConductingEquipment are “connected” by associating each of 

their terminals with one and only one ConnectivityNode.  

PSSEBusNumber and PSSEBusName are ERCOT attribute extensions for 

this class. 

 ConnectivityNodeGroup: The ConnectivityNodeGroup is an ERCOT CIM 

class extension used to collect and group ConnectivityNodes together, 

under a common planning bus designator.  PSSEBusNumber and 

PSSEBusName are ERCOT attribute extensions for this class. 

 Switch: Switch is a base class of both Breaker and Disconnect to which an 

ERCOT extension attribute of ZBR has been added in addition to having 

the NormalOpen attribute as CIM standard. 

For processing the topology of a CIM model, there are essentially two steps for 

dealing with equipment not supported in the bus-branch model (i.e. breakers, disconnects, 
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etc.), regardless of which topology processor option is employed.  The first is specifying 

the bus designator (name/number), and the second is the aggregation of equipment under 

a single bus or node.   

6.2.3 BUS TOPOLOGY OPTION 1 (FAVORED NODE MARKER) 

Fig. 29 shows a node/breaker representation of a four line ring bus. The process 

for specifying the bus number to most favored connectivity node is as follows.  The CIM 

model contains two attributes within the ConnectivityNode class, that designate the bus 

number and name used in the bus in the Topology Processor, and are exported in the bus-

branch file. Only certain ConnectivityNodes will have the PSSEBusName and 

PSSEBusNumber attributes entered; these implicitly define the “favored connectivity 

node”.  The bulk of the ConnectivityNodes will have null values in the PSSEBusName 

and PSSEBusNumber fields.  The bus that contains the ConnectivityNodes which have 

the Bus Number and Name populated will use the stored bus number.   
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Fig. 29:  Graphical Representation of Most Favored Node Methodology 

In addition, there are certain switching devices in the station that are flagged, 

using the Zero Impedance Branch (ZBR) attribute on the switch record, which are to be 

converted into ZBRs by Topology Processing before distilling the connectivity nodes into 

the resulting bus arrangement.  If the ZBR attribute is “True” then the Switching device 

will be converted into a ZBR.  If the ZBR attribute is “False” then the Switching device 

will be left as is.  These ZBR’s will give the planner using bus-branch models the ability 

to break buses up without reconfiguring the model. The equivalent bus-branch 

arrangement of Fig. 29 is shown in Fig. 31.  The Topology Processor respects switching 

device status to determine the bus configuration.  For switching devices that have a ZBR 

attribute of True and the NormalOpen attribute of True, the ZBR inserted in its place will 

have a status of out of service.  For switching devices that have a ZBR attribute of False 

and the NormalOpen attribute of True, then the Topology Processor will break the bus 
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up, based on the open switch devices.  In the case where an open switching device splits a 

bus, the bus associated with the favored connectivity node will retain the bus number 

from the favored connectivity node; the other bus will be designated using an unassigned 

bus number. 

6.2.4 BUS TOPOLOGY OPTION 2 (CONNECTIVITY NODE GROUP) 

Fig. 30 denotes a graphical representation for a different option, to define which 

ConnectivityNodes and associated equipment aggregate to which designated buses, as 

well as the locations of the ZBRs. The ConnectivityNodeGroup is represented by the red 

hexagon in Fig. 30. The ConnectivityNodes represented by the yellow circles in each red 

hexagon will all be compiled into the same bus. This is defined in the CIM model by 

associating every ConnectivityNode with a ConnectivityNodeGroup via a containment 

grouping. PSSEBusName and PSSEBusNumber attributes on the ConnectivityNodeGroup 

class are used to store the bus number and name that is associated with the group of 

ConnectivityNodes.  
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Fig. 30:  Graphical Representation of Connectivity Node Grouping Methodology 

The topology processor groups these nodes to the same bus and creates a ZBR 

where switching devices connect the different ConnectivityNodeGroups.  The Topology 

Processor respects switching device status to determine the bus configuration.  If one of 

the switching devices outside of the hexagons is marked as open, the ZBR inserted in its 

place will have a status of out of service.  If there are any open switching devices within 

the hexagon, then the Topology Processor will break the buses up, based on the open 

devices.  In the case where an open switching device splits a bus, the Topology Processor 

will arbitrarily select which bus receives the designated bus number; the other bus will be 

designated using an unassigned bus number.  The equivalent bus-branch arrangement of 

Fig. 30 is shown in Fig. 31. 
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Fig. 31:  Planning Bus Representation 

6.2.5 ADDED TOPOLOGY PROCESSOR FUNCTIONALITY 

To study the future effects of outages on the model, the topology processor also 

supports the importing of outages files prior to collapsing the model down to the bus 

level. The issue was that outages were entered by market participants based on the node-

breaker model rather than the bus-branch model, so outages had to be incorporated into 

the model before topology processing could occur (when the necessary granularity would 

be lost). This functionality employs a mechanism for enhanced documentation of case 

processing, since there is a high probability that an outage may split an existing bus into 

two or more buses (this is true regardless of which option is used) and is a function 

primarily used by CRR in building models for congestion hedging auctions. 

6.3 CONTINGENCY POST-PROCESSOR DESIGN 

In the study contingency modeling method implemented at ERCOT, contingency 

definitions have two seed data sources, with separate logic built into a post CIM/XML 

model file creation processing algorithm, that will use the seed data to create the 

necessary definitions. The contingencies thus created can be roughly divided into two 

categories: contingencies created using explicit, and those created using implicit, seed 

elements. 
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6.3.1 IMPLICIT VERSES EXPLICIT CONTINGENCY DEFINITIONS 

Implicit seed elements are based only on classes of equipment with no additional 

modeling needed, and begin as single element contingencies. Upon detecting a seed 

element, the processing algorithm will create the contingency definition by “tracing” the 

connectivity of each seed element to its associated current breaking device. For example, 

the contingency definition of an AC line segment will consist of the line segment, and the 

breakers necessary to isolate the line in the event of a fault. Additionally, the connectivity 

tracing algorithm relies on the setting of the contingencyComponent Boolean on isolating 

equipment to distinguish equipment with current breaking capabilities, allowing the post-

processing application to apply the necessary tracing logic. For example, if a breaker 

element has its contingencyComponent Boolean set to false, the post-processor will 

ignore the current breaking capability of that device, and continue the tracing of the 

circuit for devices capable of electrical isolation, as that component is considered to not 

behave normally for its class type. 

Explicitly modeled contingencies, as their name suggests, are groupings of 

explicitly modeled seed elements. For example, if line X and line Y share common 

transmission towers for 10 miles, prior to a junction point, in order to perform an accurate 

study of the valid contingency scenario (the simultaneous failure of both lines), a 

contingency definition needs to be present that defines the two line segments and the 

current isolation breakers.  Explicit modeling also allows for “one-off” scenarios, where 

seemingly unconnected devices can be modeled as contingencies. For example, when 

studied, it is determined that the loss of a 345kV line would cause a back flow of power 

that overloads a 138kV/69kV transformer two substations removed. For that reason, a 

breaker is installed on the transformer, such that if the power flow direction is reversed, 

then that breaker opens. This method of modeling supports that association of breaker 
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action along with the line being modeled together as a single contingency definition. The 

vast majority of the explicit contingencies consist of multiple AC line segments acting as 

seed elements for double circuit contingencies, while the remaining tend to be situations 

where a contingency requires the explicit modeling of a breaker as part of the definition. 

Given the large number of study contingencies that are “double-circuit” (two or 

more line elements), it was decided that in order to reduce the likelihood of errors that 

would be associated with topology changes, the multiple element explicit contingency 

definitions would be appended with the topology traced current breaking devices. In this 

case, the current breaking devices (traced out via an external process) plus the multiple 

seed elements, are used to define a single contingency. This was done to ensure the 

veracity of study contingency definitions; in cases where the individuals modeling the 

explicit elements may not have been aware that, due to other modeling changes, user 

intervention would be required.     

6.3.2 TIME-BASED DEVIATIONS IN CONTINGENCY DEFINITIONS 

For the planning and real-time load flow studies of a bulk electric transmission 

system, contingency analysis supplies a very important aspect for continued operational 

reliability, and in complying with the reliability standards defined by the NERC.  

Historically, all of the contingency scenarios, once defined, required constant manual 

review and editing to maintain alignment with the topology conditions that they 

purported to represent. For instance, if a substation (Substation C) is cut into a 

transmission line between two substations (Substation A and Substation B), then the 

contingency for the transmission line that was initially modeled between Substations A 

and Substation B is invalidated, and contingencies for two transmission lines (one 
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between Substation A and Substation C, and one between Substation B and Substation C) 

are not being used in the analysis of grid security.  

In addition to maintaining contingency definitions to operate and secure the grid 

in real-time, contingency lists are required for the long-term planning of transmission 

grid improvements, resource placements, and compensation for projected load growth, 

which is essential in order to remediate possible problems before they occur in real time.  

Since improvements to the transmission system require large capital costs and often take 

years to complete. It is therefore essential to attempt to study the future conditions of the 

electrical grid as accurately as possible. And as such, models must be studied with 

contingency definitions that are both temporally accurate for the future time of study, and 

meaningful to the geographic area of the grid where the analysis is taking place. In 

today’s regulatory environment, maintaining accurate lists of study contingencies is a 

logistical and coordination challenge to ISOs, who have traditionally performed this 

function manually, with little or no automation to simplify the task.  This process has 

been highly prone to error, since transmission system topology is in a constant state of 

change. 

6.3.3 DEFINING CRITERIA FOR STUDY CONTINGENCIES 

In order to run contingency analysis, a contingency set must be defined.  There 

are currently a number of requirements for compilation of contingency lists, as well as a 

number of operational issues with the construction and maintenance of these definitions.   

Contingency definitions can be subdivided into two main varieties: single-circuit 

contingencies, and multi-circuit contingencies. Once the requirements for the 

contingency definitions are defined, the CIM schema may be extended to meet the 

requirements. 
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6.3.3.1 Challenges of Creating Study Contingency Definitions  

Study contingency definitions (normally described as a predicted loss of an 

element, or series of elements, as well as the current breaking devices that isolate the lost 

elements) will change with changes in the electrical model topology. In real-time 

conditions, these changes to the electrical model topology occur as operators attempt to 

update their EMS and MMS models to mimic actual field conditions of electrical 

transmission equipment. When performing planning or long-term forecasting, these 

definitions will change as projected future projects either insert or remove new or 

existing equipment from the long-term planning models.  Three major issues arise with 

creating contingency definitions: 

1. Actions, such as the reconfiguration of breakers and new substations coming on-

line, or the insertion of a projected transmission line in a five year out planning 

study, will invalidate the existing study contingency definition sets, as well as 

create a need for new study contingency definitions to be defined. 

2. TDSPs are supplying the data to the ISOs, who in turn create the models that are 

operationally used. However, the TSPs and the ISOs may be using different 

standards for what constitutes realistic operational contingencies. 

3. Since bulk electric operators and TSPs base models have differing granulations, 

incremental electrical data model updates provided by the TSPs that change the 

topology may invalidate the study contingency definitions currently being used by 

the real-time bulk operators.   

Additional issues arise when IEC 61968/70 standards are employed for full model 

data submission, model exchange, or incremental model data updates. In the current 

standard, all contingency definitions must be explicitly modeled in terms of current 

breaking device to current breaking device.  Many of these contingency definitions will 
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lose meaning if migrated directly from the TSP real-time operational systems, where 

many lower voltages and distribution systems are explicitly modeled, to the bulk 

transmission operators where these sections of the system may be lumped together.  They 

will also lose meaning if the CIM model is topology-processed to convert the model in 

the planning environments, where planners primarily use bus-branch models as opposed 

to breaker-node models prevalent in real-time operations. 

If model exchange is implemented according to CIM standard, every incremental 

change must be reviewed for the possibility of breaking one or more existing real-time 

operational contingency definitions, and cross-checked against future planning model 

contingency definitions. Additionally, contingencies need to be segregated into 

meaningful groups to allow for faster processing for security constraining of the grid, and 

to avoid “dust-up” effects of having single extremely large contingency lists that, when 

run against a model, will result in generating a large list of potential overloads in areas 

completely unrelated to the area of study. 

6.3.3.2 Single-Circuit Study Contingency Definitions 

The most basic study contingency definition is the loss of a single transmission 

element, or group of transmission elements, along a fault path circuit isolated via the use 

of current breaking devices such as breakers (fuses may also be used).  A simple study 

contingency scenario of this type is the loss of a single transmission line due to a circuit 

fault. This fault causes a high current condition which, when sensed by the circuit 

breakers, causes them to open and effectively isolate the transmission line.  Another 

example of a contingency scenario is the loss of a generator, due to mechanical 

difficulties, opening a breaker at the point where the generator connects to the bulk 
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transmission grid.  In either case, the end result is a single circuit being isolated, and 

therefore such cases are referred to as single circuit contingencies. 

6.3.3.3 Multi-Circuit Study Contingency Definitions/Mitigating Actions  

As mentioned earlier, ERCOT needs to model contingencies of not only multiple 

elements, but under certain network configurations, TDSPs may have created a set of 

special actions that can be used to mitigate a post-contingency overload.  The simulation 

of these RAS and SPS actions also require modeling support as part of the study 

contingency paradigm. 

6.3.4 DEFINING CIM SCHEMA AND EXTENSIONS 

It was discovered that the challenge of creating appropriate real-time study 

contingency sets for an electrical transmission system with constantly changing topology, 

and the virtual impossibility of direct manual data maintenance for the entire study 

contingency set, can be solved by the adoption of a combination of explicitly maintained 

contingency definitions and automatically defined contingencies. These contingencies are 

based on CIM schema tags, and assumptions that are implicit in the model data. Once 

these study contingencies are defined, additional programmatic action based on other 

CIM model attributes performs further regionalization of the contingency groups.  This 

two-pronged approach was both less prone to errors and helped lower maintenance 

overhead. Once the real-time operational contingencies have been created, a post 

processing effort may be utilized to convert the contingencies from a breaker-node, to 

bus-branch formats that are utilized in planning endeavors. 

Figs. 32 and 33 provide a view into ERCOT CIM’s contingency schema’s 

inheritance structure, and the relevant schema constructs along with their relations. The 

rest of this section concentrates on describing each of these constructs in detail.  
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Adopting standard CIM conventions, in this document class names shall begin with upper 

case letters, while the attribute names will begin with lower case letters: 

 

 

 

Fig. 32:  CIM Inherited Schema and Extensions 

Domain

IdentifiedObject

+ aliasName:  String {bag}
+ description:  String {bag}
+ localName:  String {bag}
+ mRID:  String {bag}
+ pathName:  String {bag}

Contingency

ContingencyElement

Equipment

PowerSystemResource

+ contingencyComponent:  Bool {bag}
+ Latitude:  Float {bag}
+ Longitude:  Float {bag}
+ teid:  LongInt {bag}

GeographicObjects

BaseVoltage

ContSpecialElements

ContingencyGroup

ContingencyGroupMember

RemedialActionScheme

EquipmentContainer

ConnectivityNodeContainer

0..1

EquipmentMemberOfEquipmentContainer

0..*
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 ContingencyGroup:  A mechanism to define a grouping of contingencies.   It has 

a one-to-many association with ContingencyGroupMember, allowing for many 

ContingencyGroupMember to be defined within a ContingencyGroup. 

 ContingencyGroupMember:  This class aids the adaptation of a many-to-many 

association between Contingency and ContingencyGroup into two many-to-one 

associations.  It has a many-to-one association with ContingencyGroup class and 

many-to-one association with Contingency class. This allows for Contingencies to 

be defined in many ContingencyGroup instances via associations with the 

ContingencyGroupMembers. 

 Contingency:  This class holds specific details of a contingency event.  It has a 

one-to-many association with ContingencyGroupMember, a one-to-many 

association with ContingencyElement, and a many-to-many association with 

RemedialActionScheme. 

 ContingencyElement:  An instance of this class holds information about a single 

piece of equipment to be studied as a part of a contingency event. This class has a 

many-to-one association with Contingency and a many-to-one association with 

Equipment, thus allowing for many pieces of equipment to be defined within 

many Contingencies. 

 RemedialActionScheme: This class models a remedial action that may be 

associated with contingencies to help alleviate associated system security risks.  It 

has a many-to-many association with the Contingency class. 

 Equipment:  This is a core CIM class. All equipment in the model inherits from 

this class.  It has a one-to-many association with ContingencyElement and inherits 

directly from PowerSystemResource. 
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 PowerSystemResource: This is a core CIM class as well. A power system 

resource can be an item of equipment such as a breaker or an equipment container 

such as a substation or bay.  A boolean contingencyComponent was added to this 

core CIM class. This boolean helps in describing an equipment’s eligibility and/or 

behavior in its contingency definition, by indicating whether it behaves normally 

(e.g., a breaker having relay action, a line that should be studied for contingency), 

or not (e.g., a switch having relay action, a transformer that should not be studied 

for contingency).  For determining geographical station, two additional attributes 

were added to PowerSystemResource, being longitude and latitude. 

 ContSpecialElements: An extension that allows defining members of a 

ContingencyGroup as a logical collection, based off of their shared commonalties. 

The class has had the additional attributes of Boolean incorporateElements and an 

enumerated attribute contingencyCollections added.  The contingencyCollections 

enumeration may have one of the following values: All Equipment, Breakers, 

Capacitors, Lines, MultipleCircuits,  Reactors, SVCs, SeriesComps, Switches, 

Units or XFormers. It has many-to-one associations with both 

PowerSystemResource and BaseVoltage and has one-to-many links with 

ContingencyGroupMember. 

 GeographicObject: This class inherits attributes and links from 

PowerSystemResource, and acts as an abstract designator in the model schema, 

given meaning by the processing application.  
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Fig. 33:  Relevant CIM Schema and extensions 
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For the creation of contingencies in a real-time environment, these new classes 

and the additions to existing classes are sufficient.  However, for real-time operational 

contingencies to be of use in the planning environment, they must be mapped to a 

planning model. For this to occur, a number of additional classes, attributes, and 

associations are used to support this topology processing task. The topology processing 

aspects of migrating model data from real-time to planning is beyond the scope of this 

paper; however it is important for the reader to understand that this mapping conversion 

must take place to migrate not only model data but contingency definitions as well. 

6.3.5 APPLICATION OF THE CIM SCHEMA 

In the standard CIM, study contingencies (both real-time and planning) are 

modeled mainly by instantiating two classes in the schema:  Contingency and 

ContingencyElement.   The instances of the Contingency class contain the name and 

description of the contingency and act as a parent to group the child objects of 

ContingencyElement type. 

In this arrangement, multiple instances of ContingencyElement associate to 

multiple pieces of equipment in a many-to-one arrangement (i.e. a piece of equipment 

can form part of the definition of many contingencies, but an instance of 

ContingencyElement can only associate with a single piece of equipment).  One of the 

ERCOT created schema extensions that is utilized extensively is the ContingencyGroup 

class. This class mitigates a major issue by dividing contingencies into manageable 

groups.  Since the constraining of the ERCOT grid is a real time operation, there are 

situations where the sheer number of computer clock cycles required to run and process 

all contingencies is overwhelming. Furthermore, as not all contingencies are important 
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for every power flow solution, subsets of contingencies are run in the order of perceived 

importance or impact.   

Hence, with ContingencyGroup acting as a grouping class associating multiple 

contingencies under the same study set (for example, all of the 345kV lines, or all the tie 

lines into the Dallas/Fort Worth area) only certain select groups of contingencies need be 

run at any given time.  It also becomes important for operational awareness, where the 

volume of power flow results may overwhelm an operator’s ability to filter and process 

the situation. The other schema extension, RemedialActionScheme, if instantiated and 

associated to a contingency, helps denote that the contingency has post contingency 

actions that could preclude the proactive redispatching of generation to prevent the post 

contingency overloading. Through the use of the PowerSystemResource longitude and 

latitude attributes that are inherited by all equipment, it is possible to programmatically 

separate contingencies into contingency groups through the use of some relatively simple 

rule sets. 

6.3.5.1 Expansion of Implicit and Explicit Study Contingency Modeling 

As discussed earlier, in the study contingency modeling method implemented at 

ERCOT, contingency definitions have two seed data sources, with separate logic built 

into a post CIM/XML model file creation processing algorithm that will use the seed data 

to create the necessary definitions 

6.3.6 CONTINGENCY POST-PROCESSING LOGIC 

In order to reliably create accurate study contingencies for both the explicit and 

implicit contingencies, the tracing application requires minimal modeling extensions to 

function.  Most of the logic for this tracing, centers on a single contingencyComponent 

Boolean attribute that all conducting equipment in the CIM model inherit from the 
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PowerSystemsResource class. This attribute allows the algorithm to determine if the seed 

element should have a contingency defined for it. 

For instance, with this Boolean it is possible to flag bus work that may be 

modeled as zero impedance lines, that physically cannot go out of service to be ignored, 

or to flag what would otherwise be isolation elements that do not function in that 

capacity.  For example, if a line is traced to a breaker with the Boolean set to false, the 

tracing program will continue tracing the circuit until it locates breakers that do allow for 

isolation of the line.   

There are also cases where a post-contingency line isolation scenario proceeds as 

follows: a multi-segment line could isolate an end terminal via breaker interaction, 

followed by motor operated switched segmenting of the faulted line, and subsequent re-

closure of the breakers. In this situation, the motor-operated switches may have the 

Boolean set to false, indicating that the switch element acts abnormally in the study 

contingency, interrupting the circuit and thus acting as a terminal point for a contingency 

definition.  The explicit modeling of the contingencies can be somewhat more involved if 

required to support a wide variety of scenarios. 

6.3.6.1 Example of Single-Seed Element Implicit Contingency 

Consider a scenario (Fig. 34) where a single AC line element is connected 

between two distant substations, and is terminated with non-current interrupting switches 

and current interrupting breakers.  
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Fig. 34:  Scenario - 1 lines common path 

The post-processing algorithm will initially ignore the explicit contingency 

associations, and produce a study contingency based only on seed elements and their 

associated connectivity in the CIM-XML file.  Using the criteria that the ACLineSegment 

has its contingencyComponent Boolean set to true, the algorithm recognizes that this 

element is a seed element candidate for an implicit contingency.  It then traces the 

connectivity of the ACLineSegment searching for all circuit isolation devices in its path. 

Since in this case, both Disconnectors have their normalOpen Booleans set to 

false (indicating that they are closed and do not break the circuit), and have the 

contingencyComponent Booleans set to true (indicating that they act normally in 

contingency situations; i.e. as disconnectors, they remain closed), so the post-processor 

will continue tracing the connectivity until it encounters a breaker on the end of the 

Disconnector. 

Again, both breakers have their normalOpen Booleans set to false, indicating that 

they are closed, and have the contingencyComponent Booleans set to true indicating that 

they act normally in contingency situations (i.e. as breakers, they will open). The 

algorithm, determining that it has reached the isolation end points for the 

ACLineSegment, will produce xml instances that define the study contingency.  
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6.3.6.2 Example of Double-Seed Element Explicit Contingency 

For a scenario where two single AC line elements are connected between two sets 

of distant substations, the lines are terminated with non-current interrupting switches and 

current interrupting breakers, and they share a common transmission corridor in such a 

fashion, that their loss together merits study as a single scenario (Fig. 35). 

 

 

Fig. 35:  Scenario - 2 lines common path 

In this case, the post-processing algorithm initially uses the same logic as was 

used in the single seed element implicit contingency example, by treating the two 

ACLineSegments independently. After this initial processing is complete, the post-

processing algorithm scans the initial CIM/XML input file for explicit contingency 

groupings, and will produce an output contingency that associates all of the elements in 

the two single element tracings into a single contingency. 

6.3.7 CONSTRUCTION OF CONTINGENCYGROUPS 

To allow for a focused study, once explicit and implicit contingency definitions 

have been processed to create wholly explicit contingency definitions, it becomes 

worthwhile to segregate these contingencies into groups for a variety of reasons. In much 

the same way that contingencies may be defined either implicitly or explicitly, 

contingency groups may also be defined either implicitly or explicitly. 

ContingencyGroups may be modeled explicitly by associating a specific contingency 
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definition to a ContingencyGroupMember instance, or they may be modeled implicitly by 

associating one or more instances of the ContSpecialElements class to a 

ContingencyGroupMember instance.   

For example, at ERCOT it is necessary to run contingency studies looking at what 

the impact of the loss of certain lines, units, or transformers might have in metropolitan 

areas, such as the metropolitan area like the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex. While such a 

group of contingencies could be built manually, by associating every contingency 

definition that contained a transformer, line, or unit in the geographic area to a 

contingency group, the maintenance of that group would have the same drawbacks as 

direct manual maintenance of contingencies.  To create such a list programmatically, it is 

only necessary to instantiate a few classes. One does this by beginning with an instance 

of the ContingencyGroup itself, adding to it a ContingencyGroupMember and associating 

that ContingencyGroupMember to one or more instances of ContSpecialElements.   

Programmatically, to create a group of contingencies for a ContingencyGroup, 

relies on the modeling information. For each ContingencyGroupMember, where the 

associated ContSpecialElements attribute incorporateElements is set to true, 

contingencies for the group are first added, based on their definition containing 

equipment which matches the enumeration value of the contingencyCollections attribute.  

This is then amassed into a group of contingencies associated to the 

ContingencyGroupMember, and is then reduced by removing equipment meeting the 

definition of the ContSpecialElements contingencyCollections attribute, where 

incorporateElements  is false. 

For instance, to add all transformers connected to the 345-kV voltage level, but 

ignore any transformers connected to the 69-kV voltage level in a specific region, create 

a ContingencyGroupMember and add two ContSpecialElements instances where the 
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contingencyCollections enumeration is set to XFormer. Then associate it to the 345-kV 

BaseVoltage instance, and associate the other one to the 69-kV BaseVoltage instance.  

For the 345-kV voltage level, set the incorporateElements attribute to true, and for the 

69-kV voltage level, set the incorporateElements attribute to false.  Associate the 

ContSpecialElements individually to GeographicObjects to create the subset.  The 

following is an example of the CIM/XML notation for this contingency group. First 

create the ContingencyGroup instance: 

 
<etx:ContingencyGroup	rdf:ID="_{1}">																																

<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>DFW</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>																				
</etx:ContingencyGroup>	
	

Next add a ContingencyGroupMember instance: 

 
<etx:ContingencyGroupMember	rdf:ID="_{2}">	

<etx:ContingencyGroupMember.ContingencyGroup	rdf:resource="#_{1}"/>	
</etx:ContingencyGroupMember>	

 

To this ContingencyGroupMember, add the following two instances of 

ContSpecialElements.  The first one will add all transformers that have a 345-kV base 

voltage level in a specific geographic location: 

 
<etx:ContSpecialElements	rdf:ID="_{3}">																													

<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>CSE</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.ContingencyCollections		

rdf:resource="Xformers"/>																																	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.IncorporateElements>	

true</etx:ContSpecialElements.IncorporateElements>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.ContingencyGroupMember	rdf:resource="#_{2}"/>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.BaseVoltage	rdf:resource="#_{345_kV}"/>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.PowerSystemResource	
rdf:resource="#_{GeoLoc1}"/>	

</etx:ContSpecialElements>	
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The second removes all transformers that have a 69-kV base voltage level in a 

specific geographic location: 

 
<etx:ContSpecialElements	rdf:ID="_{4}">	

<etx:ContSpecialElements.ContingencyCollections	rdf:resource="Xformers"/>		
<etx:ContSpecialElements.IncorporateElements>	

false</etx:ContSpecialElements.IncorporateElements>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.ContingencyGroupMember	rdf:resource="#_{2}"/>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.BaseVoltage	rdf:resource="#_{69_kV}"/>	
<etx:ContSpecialElements.PowerSystemResource	
rdf:resource="#_{GeoLoc1}"/>	

</etx:ContSpecialElements>	

 

Using multiple instances of ContSpecialElements associated to a 

ContingencyGroupMember, any subset of pre-existing contingencies may be added to a 

ContingencyGroup via a post processing routine. 

6.4 APPLIED MODELING DESIGN 

To explain how new items required for supporting the “Green Button” initiative 

can be incorporated into the ERCOT CIM model, it is useful to look at a case study of 

how other items have been incorporated into the model. Any new items will follow 

basically the same process.  The following discussions of Combined Cycle Plant (CCP) 

and Dynamic Ratings Modeling represent typical use cases for integration of new 

functionality into the NMMS, based on the need of data by downstream applications.  

Robust design allows easy modifications to the CIM schema, the user interfaces and 

business processes that are necessary to support the NMMS.  Both areas of extension 

have necessitated extensive requirements gathering, and design implementation.    
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6.4.1 COMBINED CYCLE PLANT SUPPORT 

Because of high thermal efficiency, low initial cost, high reliability, relatively low 

gas prices and low air emissions, combined-cycle gas turbines have been the new 

resource of choice for bulk power generation for well over a decade.  For the purposes of 

modeling, ERCOT defines CCP as a set of one or more Combustion Turbines (CT) 

powered by some type of fossil fuel, oil, natural gas, etc., each with a Heat Recovery 

Steam Generator (HRSG), and a set of one or more Steam Turbines (ST) where the 

exhaust heat from the CTs is recovered in the HRSG to make steam for the STs, resulting 

in greater overall plant efficiency.  A graphical representation of a 3x1 combined cycle 

plant is shown in Fig. 36, in this physical plant, the individual HRSGs are all directing 

steam to a single steam-generating unit. 

Each ST and CT has an electrical generator that produces electric power (STG 

and CTG, respectively).  An electrical representation of a 3x1 CCP is shown in Fig. 37; 

in this representation the three CTG units and the STG unit all appear as individual 

generating units supplying energy to the electric grid.  Typical configurations contain 

one, two, or three CTs each with a HRSG and a single ST.  

The CCPs created unique challenges for ERCOT because they can operate in a 

number of different configurations. For example, a “2x1” power block (2 CTs with 1 ST) 

may have as many as three individual configurations in normal operation and six if the 

plant has the ability to bypass the HRSG and operate simple-cycle. With the use of 

various power augmentation methods, the same power block can have upwards of twelve 

configurations. A “3x1” power block (3 CTs with 1 ST) may have as many as seven 

individual configurations in normal operation and fourteen if the plant has the ability to 

bypass the HRSG and operate simple-cycle.  With the use of various power augmentation 

methods, the same power block can have upwards of twenty six configurations.  The 
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stations thermal operating and electrical generating characteristics differ from one state to 

another, and the transition from one state to another has its own operational limits and 

costs.  

 

Fig. 36:  3 x 1 Plant Physical Layout 

 

Fig. 37:  3 x 1 Plant Electrical Layout 
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6.4.1.1 CIM Modeling of Combine Cycle Plant 

CCP modeling using the standard industry CIM presented several challenges, 

while CIM did contain a CombinedCyclePlant class, the schema did not contain a way to 

model the level of granularity necessary to truly describe a CCP’s operation.  Most 

notable was the lack of operating states and transition states, the knowledge of which was 

required for proper dispatching of the CCP as a unit.   

For instance, during normal operations, the ERCOT EMS would need to calculate 

which units need to be dispatched to maintain grid reliability; however, a modeled 

generating unit powered by steam could not be dispatched by itself, since it would have 

no waste heat to power it unless a thermal generating unit was also being dispatched.  To 

prevent the improper dispatching of these units, clearly the EMS application needed to be 

aware of what valid operating states were available, and not attempt to dispatch units into 

invalid operating states. Also important was how the CCP would be dispatched when 

transitioning from one operating state to another; in some cases it was important that the 

thermal generating units be brought up one at a time, and operationally, could not 

transition from one fossil fuel unit feeding one steam unit directly, to a three fossil units 

feeding steam to one steam unit configuration.   

The CCP had to transition first to a two fossil fuel unit feeding one steam unit, 

then to a two fossil units feeding one steam unit, and then finally to a three fossils unit 

providing steam to one steam unit.  Added to the complexity was the additional design 

consideration that CCPs had to be settled with the ERCOT nodal market as a single 

“unit”.  This created an additional complexity because non-CCP units are settled at their 

point of interconnection to the grid, while CCPs, due to their nature, may have multiple 

points of interconnection.  To mitigate these shortcomings with the baseline IEC CIM 
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standard, several additional ERCOT CIM modeled classes were added to as well as 

several changes to existing CIM classes: 

1. CombinedCyclePlant:  while the CombinedCyclePlant class did exist in baseline 

CIM, several additional attributes were added to support ERCOT markets 

functions.  This included the attribute logicalresourcenodename, used to store the 

name for the abstract point that the market would use for settlement, and the 

attribute qualification, used to determine if the CCP was eligible for market 

participation. 

2. LogicalConfiguration:  the ERCOT CIM model utilizes a LogicalConfiguration 

as a collection of all configurations in a CCP that can be physically operated using 

the primary CTs and primary STs; one, two, or many logical configurations may 

be present at a combined cycle point (black diamond association). The 

LogicalConfiguration class allows for the aggregation of multiple configurations 

of the same type. For example a one-on-one configuration, where one CT is 

supporting one ST in a large CCP, with multiple CTs and multiple STs, where any 

one of the CTs could be powering any one of the STs, the LogicalConfiguration 

class allows for the collection of all of these configurations in which only one CT 

is powering only one ST. 

3. Configuration:  the ERCOT CIM model utilizes instances of type Configuration 

to define the constituents and operational characteristics of various combinations 

of CTs and STs that may operate in tandem within a CCP. In the ERCOT 

implementation, a Configuration exists only as a construct within a 

LogicalConfiguration (black diamond association). Additionally, every 

configuration will be linked to one or more Configuration members (black 

diamond association). The Configuration class is used for holding the number of 
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operational parameters defining the capabilities of the CCP in that specific 

configuration, and essentially allows for the multiple generating units of the CCP 

to be treated as a single unit. These aggregated operational parameters include 

such things as the high reasonability ramp rate limit, the maximum amount of 

time that the CCP may operate in that configuration and, if more than one 

Configuration has been modeled for a LogicalConfiguration, the Configuration 

will denote whether it is the primary Configuration or is an alternate 

Configuration. Also, the Configuration class includes information about whether 

the configuration is a startup or shutdown configuration. This attribute is 

necessary since CCPs cannot start up with every possible configuration, nor can 

they shut down from every possible configuration. 

4. TransState:  ERCOT CIM utilizes instances of TransState type to define the 

available transitions between the various configurations of a combined cycle 

configuration. One or more TransState may be defined for every configuration of 

a CCP. Every TransState is defined as either an “up-transition” where the total 

number of primary members in the destination Configuration is greater than or 

equal to the number of primary members in the original Configuration, or as a 

“down-transition” where the total number of primary members in the destination 

configuration is less than to the number of primary members in the original 

configuration (this is done with a single Boolean attribute on the TransState 

class). The TransState class has two associations both going to Configuration 

class: a “to” configuration association and a “from” configuration association. For 

every TransState class both associations must exist; this means for a TransState to 

be modeled two or more Configurations must exist. 
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5. ConfigurationMember:  the ERCOT CIM data dictionary utilizes instances of type 

ConfigurationMember to identify (via associations) the generating units that are 

part of the CCP Configuration instance, along with its operational nature i.e. gas 

or STs, and the primary/alternate status of the associated generating unit. With 

any Configuration instance, one or more ConfigurationMember instances may be 

defined to describe the configuration. 

6.4.1.2 Applied Model for Combined Cycle Plant 

By adding these ERCOT specific CIM classes, it made it possible to document all 

of the operational states of a CCP from which generating units would take part: the 

startup configurations, how these configurations transitioned to other configurations that 

might be more economically or operationally viable, which thermal and steam units could 

operate in which configurations, and how after operation, a CCP could then be 

transitioned into a configuration for shutdown.  For Example, a 2 thermal generating unit, 

1 steam unit (“2x1” power block) as mentioned earlier.  In this example, the unit can be 

operated in the following 3 logical configurations. 

 Logical Configuration 1: 1 Thermal, No Steam 

 Logical Configuration 2: 1 Thermal, 1 Steam 

 Logical Configuration 3: 2 Thermal, 1 Steam 

And four actual configurations (configurations where the thermal generators 

(TG_1, TG_2) and the steam generator (SG_1) are specified): 

 Configuration 1: TG_1 

 Configuration 2: TG_1, ST_1 

 Configuration 3: TG_2, ST_1 

 Configuration 4: TG_1, TG_2, ST_1 
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Fig. 38 illustrates graphically how the CIM model mapping is interpreted, where 

the arrows represent TransStates depicting configuration changes. The transition path 

may also be shown in the form of a matrix, as displayed in Fig. 39; the ERCOT 

convention is that if the transition has the same or more generation units on-line then the 

transition is considered a “up” transition, if less, then it is considered a “down” transition. 

The CIM XML/RDF modeling for such a unit would include an instantiation of a 

single CombinedCyclePlant class, 3 instances of LogicalConfiguration, 4 instances of 

Configuration, and 11 TransStates.  While not denoted in Fig. 39, eight members of the 

ConfigurationMember class are also modeled between the ThermalGeneratingUnit class 

and the Configuration class. 

By extending the industrial standard CIM model with extensions necessary for a 

specific implementation, several efficiencies are gained, such as lessening development 

costs and risks associated with new implementations, both of which will be extremely 

important in the incorporation of any smart device data.   
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Fig. 38:  Block Diagram 

 

Fig. 39:  Configuration path matrix 

6.4.2 DYNAMIC RATINGS 

Historically, the ratings of piece of balanced three-phase transmission equipment, 

i.e., the amount of energy in MVA that can be flowed through the equipment without 

compromising either the public’s safety, nor causing physical damage to the equipment, 

has been calculated months or even years in advance (as part of the planning/construction 
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phase) of its energization and subsequent use in real-time operations. These “static” 

ratings have mostly relied on using a combination of historical weather patterns, and 

projected future load patterns to produce worst-case scenarios (in terms of the 

equipment’s ability to dissipate heat brought about from the electrical loading), and then 

focusing the overarching design considerations into planning for those worst-case 

scenarios.  

In reality, the “real” physical rating limitations often exist as a “band of safe 

operation” that is dependent upon the equipment’s ability to dissipate the heat for a given 

set of weather conditions (i.e. temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc.). This method of 

rating equipment was not available in older operational implementations, due to the 

method’s complexity, and instead, equipment was rated to operate at a more conservative 

fixed value, underutilizing its true capacity. 

In the industry today, with modern computing and data acquisition techniques, a 

number of methods for calculating dynamic ratings have come about.  These include on-

line temperature measuring, tension monitoring, as well as real-time weather telemetry 

[27]. The reliability of these methods has been validated both analytically and 

experimentally in a number of locations [28-29].  In the ERCOT ISO region, the 

calculation methodology for the dynamic rating of equipment has differed among 

different TDSPs, and the modeling solution needs to be robust enough to allow for 

different methodologies.        

6.4.2.1 Dynamic Ratings Development 

To avoid unnecessary costs associated with the underutilization of existing 

infrastructure, ERCOT developed a dynamic ratings system for transmission equipment, 

to exploit the additional available capacity [30] as illustrated in Fig 40.  Note: excess 
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capacity goes down as temperature goes up, until at the higher end of the temperature 

spectrum, the dynamic rating is equal to the static rating.  As mentioned earlier, specific 

dynamic ratings methodologies vary across TSPs. The ERCOT ISO chose to support a 

basic method based on the ambient temperature of the air, so TSPs are required to map 

their methodologies into this paradigm, or to telemeter calculated ratings based on their 

internal methodologies.  

In the previous Zonal market system, the dynamic ratings functions were purely 

supported in the EMS. This system design leveraged the existing AREVA (now Alstom) 

SCADA system to provide a dynamic rating that overwrote the existing static rating in 

the real-time EMS system, prior to the analysis of the model for SCED. The design was 

considered low risk in that it primarily utilized existing functionality [30], and was 

relatively low impact in its software and infrastructure architectural changes. The design 

was predicated on its flexibility for dealing with various methodologies employed by the 

TSP for dynamically rating transmission elements that operated in the ERCOT service 

territory. 

ERCOT followed a fairly standardized process for developing a CIM 

implementation of dynamic ratings modeling [26]. The first step was to gather the 

business requirements, and develop the use case that defined how the ratings were to be 

used in the nodal market. The dynamic ratings application utilized three basic methods to 

provide a rating set for operational use. The most basic method was for the TSP to simply 

provide a rating set to ERCOT in real-time via telemetry. Another method was for the 

TSP to submit a temperature vs. ratings table, and provide a representative real-time 

ambient air temperature via telemetry. A final method was for the TSP to submit a 

temperature vs. ratings table, and for a primary weather station (as well as an alternate) in 

the local area to provide the temperature. Once the limit ratings were established by one 
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of these methods, the TSP could then provide real-time information on the amount of 

energy that was flowing through the device, and ERCOT could use the dynamically 

created ratings to efficiently load the electrical transmission equipment. 

 

 

Fig. 40:  Dynamic and Static Rating vs. Temperature for Typical Line 

These ratings methods were complicated by the fact that some transmission 

elements were owned by more than one TSP, that each TSP had their own ratings 

methodology, and that ERCOT was bound to operate using the lowest rating provided. 

For instance, if TSP A provided a static rating of 100 MVA, and TSP B provided a 

dynamic rating 120 MVA at 85°F with a -10 MVA per 5°F rise in temperature, the rating 

provided by TSP A would be in effect until the temperature reached 95°F, where any 

additional temperature rise would result in the rating provided by TSP B being the lower 

one, and therefore the one that should be enforced. 
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Fig. 41:  Primary CIM Classes for SCADA and ICCP 

6.4.2.2 Description of ERCOT SCADA/ICCP Modeling 

SCADA refers to a set of installed monitoring and controls placed on equipment 

that allows for remote manipulation of the device. These systems can remotely control a 

vast array of devices by interfacing with individual control devices (RTUs) or Program 

Logic Controllers (PLC)). ERCOT has no direct control over any transmission devices 
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but instead relies on its SCADA system for mapping measurements to its model (either 

by calculation or Inter Control Center Protocol (ICCP) feed).  ICCP is a standard used for 

data exchange between control centers, utilities, and other participants involved in the 

operation of the electrical transmission grid (generating units, private use networks, etc.) 

and supports data as periodic, block transfers, messaging, and device control commands 

(these data communications almost exclusively use SCADA for package content). 

6.4.2.3 Extending the ERCOT CIM Model 

After examining the processes supporting dynamic ratings, ERCOT examined the 

existing CIM standard, and using the data requirements from the EMS, documented the 

data mapping into the existing CIM standard.  Once this was done, the remainder of the 

data requirements was used to develop extensions to the CIM model, and the model was 

extended to support those extensions.  

Common CIM schema used in SCADA/ICCP 

The basic ERCOT CIM model for SCADA implementation is shown in Fig. 41. 

This framework also supports the use of TSP provided SCADA telemetry via ICCP.  In 

the process of mapping the data requirements to the existing CIM schema, a number of 

base CIM classes were utilized. 

1. PowerSystemResource (PSR): A generic base CIM abstract class that is a 

common parent to a number of sub-classes. A PSR is the parent class for all 

equipment classes such as Breaker and Load, as well as equipment containers 

such as Substation and Line. A PSR can be associated with zero or more 

measurements. 

2. Equipment: Inherits from PSR, represents a generic base CIM abstract class of a 

part of the transmission power system (this can be either electrical or mechanical). 
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3. ConductingEquipment: Inherits from Equipment, and represents an abstract class 

that represents a part (piece of equipment) that is used to carry current. 

ConductingEquipment will be associated with one or more terminals. 

4. Terminal: A modeled electrical connection point for a piece of electrically 

conducting equipment. Terminals are used in conjunction with the 

ConnectivityNode class to model the electrically connected pieces of the 

transmission grid. Terminals must be associated to one and only one instance of 

ConductingEquipment. 

5. Measurement: An instance of Measurement represents a measured, calculated, or 

static quantity. Any instance of PSR may have zero or more associated 

Measurements. Measurements sensing locations are denoted by their association 

to instances of Terminals. Typically instances of data inheriting from the 

Measurement class have names denoting their position within the grid structure,  

i.e. “Substation to VoltageLevel to Breaker to Measurement” identifier. 

Measurements (according to CIM standards) are never associated with just a 

terminal of a device, but will always include an association to a corresponding 

PSR, and that PSR will always be of type ConductingEquipment. 

6. Analog: Instances of type Analog represent analog measurement points on the 

grid (voltage level, line flow, etc.). 

7. Discrete: Instances of type Discrete represent discrete measurement points on the 

grid (breaker position, etc.). 

8. MeasurementValue: The current state of a measurement from a specific source. A 

MeasurementValue can be associated with one and only one Measurement; 

however, a Measurement can be associated with zero to more 

MeasurementValues. This allows for multiple measurement value sources to 
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provide real-time values, each representing a different source (i.e. an internally 

calculated value vs. an externally provided telemetry value). 

9. AnalogValue: A value quantity representing an analog measured value. This value 

can be the result of a calculation, or a value telemetered via sources like ICCP. 

10. DiscreteValue: A value quantity representing a discrete measured value. This 

value can be the result of a calculation, or a value telemetered via sources like 

ICCP. 

 

Fig. 42:  ERCOT Schema supporting ratings 

Extended CIM Schema Support 

For the dynamic ratings application to function, real-time equipment loading must 

be provided by telemetry directly received from the TDSP. Once these data flows are 

established, dynamically rated equipment may be controlled to an operational band of a 

ratings limit set. In the ERCOT territory, all of the individual owners of a piece of 

transmission equipment have the ability to submit a rating set for the equipment.  As with 
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SCADA and ICCP, when designing the dynamic ratings schema, ERCOT leveraged the 

existing core CIM classes, and extended with the additional schema necessary to capture 

the data required to support the applications. Fig. 42 shows the schema associated with 

equipment ratings. 

1. DynamicElement: An ERCOT created class that is associated with a piece of 

dynamically rated equipment to mark it as such. The DynamicElement class has a 

many to one association with the Equipment class, and an association to the 

OwnerShareRating class. 

2. OwnerShareRating (OSR): An ERCOT created class that provides a place for 

ratings to be submitted on a per owner basis. The ratings set will be linked to a 

WeatherStation (for temperature related information), be associated with only one 

owner per OwnerShareRating instance. Multiple OSRs can be associated with a 

single piece of transmission equipment. 

3. AnalogLimit: A core CIM class representing limits for an Analog measurement. 

4. WeatherStation: An ERCOT created class representing a physical location where 

temperature related data can be obtained. 

5. Rating: An ERCOT created class extension to allow for the modeling of ratings 

sets of equipment submitted by the individual owners. Instances of the class 

Rating represent the equipment rating at a specified temperature, hence multiple 

instances of Rating are required to be associated with a given OSR to form a 

complete rating set. 

6. AnalogLimitSet: A set of AnalogLimits that are associated with an Analog 

Measurement. 

7. LimitSet: An abstract parent class that AnalogLimitSet inherits from.  LimitSet is 

used to specify a group of limits that are linked to a Measurement. A 
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Measurement may have more than one LimitSet associated with it, programming 

logic in the application system will choose which LimitSet should be used. 

 

Fig. 43:  Hierarchal View of “Pure” SCADA approach Modeling of Dynamic Ratings 
Sets in CIM 

6.4.2.4 Dynamic Modeling Methods 

As noted earlier, there are different dynamic ratings submission methods and they 

can be divided into three broad categories. A “pure” SCADA implementation, A SCADA 

and ratings vs. temperature table implementation with weather service provided current 

temperature estimates, and a SCADA and ratings vs. temperature table implementation 

with TDSP supplying temperature telemetry support [31]. All three of these 

implementations share a set of core CIM classes and ERCOT CIM class extensions. 
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 “Pure” SCADA approach to Dynamic Ratings 

With a “pure” SCADA approach the equipment owner chooses to forgo the use of 

submitting a dynamic-ratings set, and instead chooses to provide a limit set in real-time. 

TSPs may choose this method for a variety of reasons, but normally the choice is 

indicative that they have their own real-time dynamics ratings calculator, and want to 

telemeter the results. This can be done using ICCP by instantiation of an AnalogLimitSet 

that can then have a set of AnalogValues associated to it. Each of the AnalogValues 

would have an associated ICCP data feed supplying the needed rating.  Fig. 43 shows a 

hierarchical view of this implementation (it’s important to note that RDF is a pure 

referential standard with no parent-child concept in its construction, and that displaying it 

in a hierarchical format is purely for the benefit of the reader to aid in explanation of the 

modeling) and denotes the position of the modeled ICCP points.  The RDF/XML 

modeling for this option for a transmission power line will have the following structure:  
Example  1: 

Equipment Instantiated: 
… 

<cim:Line	rdf:ID="LINE_ID1">	 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>_WC_WCO</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
</cim:Line>	
<cim:ACLineSegment	rdf:ID="AC_SEG_ID1">	

<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <cim:Equipment.MemberOf_EquipmentContainer
	 rdf:resource="#LINE_ID1}"/>	
</cim:ACLineSegment>	

… 
Dynamic Element Reference: 

<etx:DynamicElement	rdf:ID="DYN_ELE_ID1">	 	  
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>_WC_WCO</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<etx:DynamicElement.Equipment	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1"/>	

</etx:DynamicElement>	
… 
Connecting Terminals: 

<cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="TERM_ID1"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>_TERM_A</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<cim:Terminal.ConductEquipment	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1"/>	

</cim:Terminal>	
<cim:Terminal	rdf:ID="TERM_ID2}">	
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<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>_TERM_B</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<cim:Terminal.ConductEquipment	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1"/>	

</cim:Terminal>	
…	
Define Measurement Location and Group:	

<etx:MeasurementLocation	rdf:ID="MEAS_LOC_ID1"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>_WC_WCO</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<etx:MeasurementLocation.MemberOf_PSR	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1}"/>	

</etx:MeasurementLocation>	
<etx:MeasurementGroup	rdf:ID="MEAS_GRP1">	

<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>MGP1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<etx:MeasurementGroup.MeasurementLocation	
rdf:resource="#MEAS_LOC_ID1"/>	

</etx:MeasurementGroup>	
… 
Add Analog Measuring Point: 

<cim:Analog	rdf:ID="ANALOG_ID1"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>MVAR</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	

<cim:Measurement.MemberOf_PSR	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1}"/>	
<cim:Measurement.Terminal	rdf:resource="#TERM_ID1}"/>	

</cim:Analog>	
…	
Add ICCP Point for Telemetered MVA: 

<cim:AnalogValue	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_TELEMET_MVA"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>SS1_LN1_COMP1_MVA</cim:IdentifiedObject.na
me>	
<etx:MeasurementValue.isdName>	

SS1$LN1$COMP1$MVA</etx:MeasurementValue.isdName>	
<cim:AnalogValue.MemberOf_Measurement	rdf:resource="#ANALOG_ID1"/>	

</cim:AnalogValue>	
…	
Add Ratings Limit Set for Telemetered MVA:	

<cim:AnalogLimitSet	rdf:ID="SCADA_LS1"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>NewLimitSet</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<cim:AnalogLimitSet.Measurements	rdf:resource="#ANALOG_ID1"/>	

</cim:AnalogLimitSet>	
…	
Add 15 minute Ratings Limit to Limit Set: 

<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_RATING_LIMIT_15M"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>fifteenminuteRating</cim:IdentifiedObject.nam
e>	
<etx:AnalogLimit.limitType	rdf:resource="fifteenminuteRating"/>	
<cim:AnalogLimit.value>478</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
<cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#SCADA_LS1"/>	

</cim:AnalogLimit>	
…	
Map 15 minute ICCP point to Ratings Limit: 

<cim:AnalogValue	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_RATING_15M”> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	_LN1_COMP1_15M</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:MeasurementValue.isdName>	

SS1$LN1$COMP1$15M/etx:MeasurementValue.isdName>	
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<cim:AnalogValue.MemberOf_Measurement	rdf:resource="#ANALOG_ID1"/>	
<etx:AnalogValue.AnalogLimit		

rdf:resource="#ANA_VAL_RATING_LIMIT_15M"/>	
</cim:AnalogValue>	

…	
Add Normal Ratings Limit to Limit Set:	

<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_RATING_LIMIT_NR"> 
	 …	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	
…	

Map Normal Rating ICCP point to Ratings Limit:	
<cim:AnalogValue	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_RATING_NR"> 

…	
</cim:AnalogValue>	
…	

Add more ratings to and ICCP to Ratings Limit as necessary	
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Fig. 44:  Hierarchical View of Ratings vs. Temperature Table 

SCADA and Ratings vs. Temperature Table Approach 

In the second implementation option, the TDSP can choose to submit a set of 

ratings corresponding to given temperature points. In this implementation the data 

submitter creates an instance of OwnerShareRating, associates it to the piece of 

equipment to be dynamically rated, and then creates a number of instances of the Ratings 
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class to produce the equivalent of a rating vs. temperature graph. The applications can 

then interpolate the necessary ratings values for a given temperature. This temperature 

value is provided via an association to a WeatherStation. In this implementation, the 

temperature is provided by ERCOT rather than the TSP. Fig. 44 shows a graphical 

representation of two owners supplying ratings (one supplying a static ratings set, the 

other a dynamic ratings set). In this case both sets are sent to the dynamic rating 

applications, and it is up to the receiving application to choose the rating for its use (The 

EROCT EMS will always choose the lowest rating submitted). It is also important to 

note, that the OwnerShareRating containing dynamic ratings is associated to a 

WeatherStation that provides the temperature.  The RDF/XML example for Fig. 44 is 

below. 
Example 2: 
…See Example 1 for format of following steps: 
Equipment Instantiated: 
Dynamic Element Reference: 
Connecting Terminals: 
Define Measurement Location and Group: 
Add Analog Measuring Point: 
Add ICCP Point for Telemetered MVA: 
… 
Add OwnerShareRatings (Example has 2 owners for the Line): 

<etx:OwnerShareRating	rdf:ID="OSR_1"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>OWNER1</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:OwnerShareRating.Equipment	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1"/>	
</etx:OwnerShareRating>	
<etx:OwnerShareRating	rdf:ID="OSR_2">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>OWNER2</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:OwnerShareRating.WeatherStation	rdf:resource="#WS1"/>	
	 <etx:OwnerShareRating.Equipment	rdf:resource="#AC_SEG_ID1"/>	
	 <etx:OwnerShareRating.DynamicElement	rdf:resource="#DYN_ELEM"/>	
</etx:OwnerShareRating>	

…	
Add Owner 1 Ratings Instances (Owner 1 is only submitting Static Ratings): 

<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_STATIC_OSR1"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>staticRating</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:Rating.rdf:resource="staticRating"/>	
	 <etx:Rating.TempPoint>0</etx:Rating.TempPoint>	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_1"/>	
</etx:Rating>	
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Add Owner 2 Ratings Instances (Owner 2 is dynamically rating the line):	
<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_DYN_20"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>dynamicRating_020_F</cim:IdentifiedObject.na
me>	
	 <etx:Rating.activateValue>20</etx:Rating.activateValue>	
	 <etx:Rating.rdf:resource="dynamicRating"/>	
	 <etx:Rating.TempPoint>1</etx:Rating.TempPoint>	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_2"/>	
</etx:Rating>	
<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_DYN_25">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>dynamicRating_025_F</cim:IdentifiedObject.na
me>	
	 <etx:Rating.activateValue>25</etx:Rating.activateValue>	
	 <etx:Rating.rdf:resource="dynamicRating"/>	
	 <etx:Rating.TempPoint>2</etx:Rating.TempPoint>	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_2"/>	
</etx:Rating>	
<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_DYN_30">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_2"/>	
</etx:Rating>	
<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_DYN_110">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_2"/>	
</etx:Rating>	
<etx:Rating	rdf:ID="RAT_DYN_115">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <etx:Rating.OwnerShareRating	rdf:resource="#OSR_2"/>	
</etx:Rating>	

…	
Add Owner 1 Analog Limit (Owner 1 is only submitting Static Ratings): 

<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_STAT_NR"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>normalRating</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:AnalogLimit.limitType	rdf:resource="normalRating"/>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>450</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_STATIC_OSR1"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	

…	
Add	Owner	2	Analog	Limit	(Owner	2	is	dynamically	rating	the	line):	

<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_DYN_20F_NR">	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>normalRating</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <etx:AnalogLimit.limitType	rdf:resource="normalRating"/>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>550</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_DYN_20"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	
<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_DYN_25F_NR">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>540</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_DYN_25"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	
<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_DYN_30F_NR">	
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	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>535</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_DYN_30"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	
<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_DYN_110F_NR">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>450</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_DYN_110"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	
<cim:AnalogLimit	rdf:ID="ANA_LIM_RAT_DYN_115F_NR">	
	 …Repeated	from	Above	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.value>478</cim:AnalogLimit.value>	
	 <cim:AnalogLimit.LimitSet	rdf:resource="#RAT_DYN_115"/>	
</cim:AnalogLimit>	

…	
Add WeatherStation to support Owner 2 Dynamic Rating: 

<etx:WeatherStation	rdf:ID="WS1"> 
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.name>STATION1<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
	 <cim:IdentifiedObject.description>	

Regional	Airport</cim:IdentifiedObject.description>	
</etx:WeatherStation>	

  

Fig. 45:  Hierarchical View showing additional WeatherStation Information 

Modified Approach with Additional Temperature Telemetry  

A third implementation is similar to the second, with the TSP providing an 

additional piece of temperature telemetry via an ICCP data feed. This allows the TSP to 

provide ERCOT with the same parameter inputs for the ratings calculation that the TSP is 
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using, and in theory should reduce disagreements over transmission element capacity.  

This is done by creating a WeatherStation instance, and modeling an ICCP point from 

which the TSP will receive telemetery in real-time. Fig. 45 shows an abbreviated view of 

the implementation of the construct.  RDF/XML instantiations associated with Fig. 45 

follow: 

 
Example 3: 
…See Example 1 for format of following steps: 
Equipment Instantiated: 
Dynamic Element Reference: 
Connecting Terminals: 
Define Measurement Location and Group: 
Add Analog Measuring Point: 
Add ICCP Point for Telemetered MVA: 
 
…See Example 2 for format of following steps: 
Add OwnerShareRatings (Example has 2 owners for the Line): 
Add Owner 1 Ratings Instances (Owner 1 is only submitting Static Ratings): 
Add Owner 2 Ratings Instances (Owner 2 is dynamically rating the line): 
Add Owner 1 Analog Limit (Owner 1 is only submitting Static Ratings): 
Add Owner 2 Analog Limit (Owner 2 is dynamically rating the line): 
Add WeatherStation to support Owner 2 Dynamic Rating: 
… 
Add Analog Measuring Point for Temperature: 

<cim:Analog	rdf:ID="ANALOG_TEMP"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>TEMP</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
…	

</cim:Analog>	
…	
Add ICCP Point for Telemetered Temperature: 

<cim:AnalogValue	rdf:ID="ANA_VAL_TELEMET_TEMP"> 
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>COMP1_TEMP</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>	
<etx:MeasurementValue.isdName>COMP1$TEMP</etx:MeasurementValue.isd
Name>	
<cim:AnalogValue.MemberOf_Measurement	
rdf:resource="#ANALOG_TEMP"/>	

</cim:AnalogValue>	

In general, while all methods are supported [17], the second modeling method has been 

the most widely utilized by the TDSPs. 
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7. ANALYSIS OF NMMS DATA SUPPORT METHOD 

To analyze the results of the NMMS and the consolidated data model concept, the 

two largest design considerations are compared over time.  Model Data Consistency is 

compared before and after NMMS implementation, and Model Data Accuracy is 

compared using data submissions thru five years of operation.   

7.1 MODEL DATA CONSISTENCY 

Model data consistency as defined by the sameness the piece of model data across 

multiple environments is measured by, selecting a modeling element such as a line or a 

transformer and then selecting an attribute of the that element such as resistance, 

reactance, etc., and comparing the value of that attribute across the environments.   

To study model data consistency, three types of data across three different 

modeling environments are compared at two points in time.  The comparison is done 

using the pre-NMMS data versus the post-implementation NMMS data following one 

year of operation.  The three modeling environments are the EMS operations dataset, the 

CRR dataset, and the planning environments dataset respectively.  Three instance types 

of data are selected for comparison.  First is the mapping of CRR and planning model 

buses, and Operation Model buses for the same configurations.  The results of the 

comparison pre-NMMS are in Fig. 46. 
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Fig. 46:  Pre-NMMS Bus Information Comparison 

Post-NMMS, using the common dataset and the topology processor to produce 

the CRR and planning datasets, and comparing to the operations dataset for the same set 

of parameters (switch position, etc.) the following results were obtained (Fig. 47). 

 

Fig. 47:  Post-NMMS Bus Information Comparison 

Next is comparing CRR, planning, and Operation Model AC line information.  

This required converting the Operations model percent-per-unit values to per-unit values 
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to match the CRR and planning models.  The results of the comparison pre-NMMS are in 

Fig. 48. 

 

Fig. 48:  Pre-NMMS Line Information Comparison 

Post-NMMS, line information is again compared for the same set of parameters, 

and the following results were obtained (Fig. 49). 

 

Fig. 49:  Post-NMMS Line Information Comparison 

The final comparison of CRR, planning, and Operation Models involves 

comparing the generator information.  This required converting the Operations model 
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percent-per-unit values to per-unit values to match the CRR and planning models, and 

also required the bus mapping activities used in the first comparison.  The results of the 

comparison pre-NMMS are in Fig. 50. 

 

Fig. 50:  Pre-NMMS Generator Information Comparison 

Post-NMMS generator information is again compared for the same set of 

parameters, and the following results were obtained (Fig. 51). 

 

Fig. 51:  Post-NMMS Generator Information Comparison 
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In all instances, using a common dataset to feed all the modeling environments 

increased the consistently consistency of data on by an average of 8%, with some gains 

going as high as a 19% improvement.  Additionally, since common data sourcing is 

achieved, ongoing activities occurring pre-NMMS, such as attempting to manually 

compare and resolve data inconsistencies, are able to be suspended, saving labor costs 

associated with those activities.  

7.2 MODEL DATA ACCURACY  

Model data accuracy is difficult to measure.  In general, accuracy is defined as 

proximity of measurement results to the true value.  This in turn eventually falls into a 

subclass of philosophical argument as to what truth is.  To avoid that discussion, from 

ERCOT’s perspective, it was determined that the final arbiter of truth would be the owner 

of the transmission equipment, or data owner.  Once all the system data in the zonal EMS 

is transferred to the NMMS, the transmission equipment owners have had full access to 

correct any data that they perceived as inaccurate.   

For this study, items that the transmission owners change on a regular basis, such 

as line ratings and voltage set points are excluded from the study.  The study is also 

limited to equipment in the system at the time of NMMS go-live.  From there, the study 

focused on identifiable physical attributes of transmission equipment that are necessary 

for a power flow solution.  Table 1 shows the study that examined 5337 line segments in 

the model at the time that the NMMS went live, focusing on changes to the values of 

resistance, impedance, and susceptance of greater than 10%, for a five year period 

following system go-live. 
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Table 1:  AC line attribute changes over time 

Years in Operation Line(s) with 
Resistance Changes 

Line(s) with 
Impedance Changes 

Line(s) with 
Susceptance 
Changes 

1 Year 673 646 667 

2 Years 308 241 346 

3 Years 206 161 164 

4 Years 205 158 190 

5 Years 168 141 165 

Next, Table 2 shows a similar comparison of changes in the values of resistance 

and impedance that are made for 2690 transformer windings. 

Table 2: Transformer attribute changes over time 

Years in Operation X-former(s) winding 
Resistance Changes 

X-former(s) winding 
Impedance Changes 

1 Year 1311 1321 

2 Years 352 338 

3 Years 261 248 

4 Years 895 848 

5 Years 331 299 

As can be observed (Fig. 52), the trends for all data elements are going toward 

fewer and fewer corrections per year, with the outlier being year 4 when system changes 

were made based on calculation changes for susceptance, transformer resistance, and 

transformer impedance (it was decided that base voltage should be used instead of 

nominal voltage for calculated values). 
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Fig. 52:  Changes to Existing Data over Time 

Another measure of accuracy is how often the data provider needed to revise the 

data submission.  In this case, the past five years are analyzed for the number of times a 

data submission (NOMCR) was required to be revised and then resubmitted.  The table 

below contains the numbers of NOMCR submissions for each of the past five years: 
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Table 3:  NOMCRs Submissions and Resubmissions 

Year 

Total Submit 
1st 
Submission 

1 
Resubmit 

2 
Resubmit 

3 
Resubmit  >3 

1  8571  6676  1128  411  185  171 

2  4077  3082  627  211  79  78 

3  2727  1977  396  154  104  96 

4  3412  2581  470  195  86  80 

5  2926  2260  372  148  74  72 

 

When broken down by percentages of total submissions, the results are as 

follows: 

Table 4:  NOMCR Submissions and Resubmissions as (%) of Total Submissions 

Total Submit  No Resubmits 1 Resubmit  2 Resubmit  3 Resubmit  >3 

100.00%  77.89%  13.16%  4.80%  2.16%  2.00% 

100.00%  75.59%  15.38%  5.18%  1.94%  1.91% 

100.00%  72.50%  14.52%  5.65%  3.81%  3.52% 

100.00%  75.64%  13.77%  5.72%  2.52%  2.34% 

100.00%  77.24%  12.71%  5.06%  2.53%  2.46% 

Standard Dev  1.86605%  0.95319%  0.35195%  0.65081%  0.57479% 

Relative standard 
deviation of 
submittals over 
time  2.46%  6.85%  6.67%  25.11%  23.49% 

 

In this table it is observed that for all years, on average, 95% of all submissions 

require 2 or fewer resubmissions.  Additionally, the data appears to indicate that the 

TDSPs are statistically consistent in their initial data submissions (relative standard 

deviation of 2.5%), and this has not noticeably improved over time.  Taken as a whole the 

findings appear to indicate that while the TDSP user has not become more accurate in the 

entry of data, the accuracy of the data still improves over time.     
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7.3 NON-EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS SINCE 
IMPLEMENTATION  

After the system was exposed to the user community, multiple issues have been 

identified and corrected. These run the gamut of software/hardware/performance issues 

with the physical hardware hosting the NMMS, operator/user errors in utilizing the 

system, and true issues with the NMMS design and implemented processes. These 

observations will be confined to NMMS design and processes. 

1. Integration with CIM turned out to be a much larger project than was originally 

envisioned. ERCOT required multiple iterations of extending the CIM schema 

with ERCOT extensions, in order to support the downstream applications.  

2. Rules associated with creating the topology processed Bus-branch model were 

more complex than initially thought. The users of the planning model wanted 

multiple enhancements, to allow the continuation of some legacy business 

processes. These included items such as planning versions of transformer tap 

changers, differing modeling philosophies (some of the planning groups wanted 

equipment located in the bus-branch model differently located from the actual 

physical locations, or wanted equipment modeled based on functionality with the 

receiving application, such as modeling two parallel lines as a single line because 

the application could run single element contingencies automatically).  

3. The centralized dataset and ability to extend the model as necessary to support the 

model management has proven to be an asset in both supporting additional 

applications and in discovering data-related issues. Essentially, having all of the 

data to look at in one place sped up the processes for development and 

troubleshooting, as well as saving on integration costs. 
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4. Temporal modeling, once established, allows for a number of grid operations and 

planning support tasks. The ability to produce a model representative of 45 days 

out, and of 90 days out have helped the Outage Scheduling department evaluate 

and approve requested transmission outages with much greater certainty than was 

previously available. Indeed, prior to temporal modeling, outage analysis was 

done using the same model as was running in real-time on the EMS, which meant 

that outage evaluation for future equipment was not possible. Additionally, the 

availability of information on future energization of equipment has allowed for 

greater coordination between the ISO and the equipment owner, before and during 

the equipment energization process. 

5. Imposing data security and creating a sense of data ownership with the equipment 

owners has proven useful. In the past, data submission was a less transparent 

process. Since the equipment owners didn’t have access to the data in the ERCOT 

production applications, it was virtually impossible for them to verify data quality 

and accuracy.  By providing a user interface and basic instructions [31, 32] that 

allows only the data owners to view, modify, and coordinate activities around 

their equipment, owners are more easily able to identify and correct issues with 

the associated data. 
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8.  CONCLUSION 

Although the development of the centralized database concept was difficult in 

the implementation stages, the results have been promising [32].  This research shows 

that a using robust integration approach, and constructing a unified modeling system 

capable of acting as a single source of data, mitigates many of the problems facing the 

power industry. While using the CIM for the exchange of the static transmission 

system data model is fairly standardized at this point, a body of work has now been 

achieved by ERCOT that takes the CIM model exchange format and implements it as 

a common data repository.  Through the development this common data repository, 

ERCOT has created an architecture that is easy to modify, at both the data and 

business process layers, resulting in easier to implement solutions and cost savings.  

As documented, this method relies on leveraging and extending industrial standards 

for a single time-based data repository, and using that single data source to meet the 

needs of the applications supporting grid-management activities (reliability, market, 

short and long-term planning, futures market, etc.). This approach is largely 

successful at ERCOT, and has allowed for integration of both new technology as well 

as “fork-lifting” of existing applications.  This process is repeatable, extendable, and 

scalable, and since implementation, the design philosophies considered in the NMMS 

have gained wide attention, and the design approach has received acceptance in parts 

of the power industry. The NMMS serves as the source of record for model data used 

by ERCOT to operate the applications necessary to secure the electric grid, and has 

the capability to do so for the foreseeable future. 
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9.  APPENDIX 

9.1 ACRONYMS 

Area Control Error  ACE 
Automatic Generation Control  AGC 
Application Programming Interface  API 
Board of Directors  BOD 
California Independent System Operator  CAISO 
Control Centre Application Programming 
Interface  CCAPI 
Combined Cycle Plant  CCP  
Control Data Corporation  CDC 
Chief Executive Officer  CEO 
Common Information Model  CIM 
Large Character Binary Objects  CLOBs 
Controllable Load Resource  CLR 
Common Power System Model  CPSM 
Congestion Revenue Rights  CRR 
Combustion Turbine  CT 
Combustion Turbine Generator  CTG 
Chief Technology Officer  CTO 
Day‐Ahead Market  DAM 
Data Type Definition  DTD 
Dynamics Working Group  DWG 
Enterprise Model Management System  EMMS 
Energy Management Systems  EMS 
Electric Power Research Institute  EPRI 
Electric Reliability Council of Texas  ERCOT 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  FERC 
Graphical User Interface  GUI 
Houston Light and Power  HLP 
Heat Recovery Steam Generator  HRSG 
HyperText Markup Language  HTML 
Inter Control Center Protocol  ICCP 
International Electrotechnical Commission  IEC 
Independent System Operator  ISO 
Locational Marginal Pricing  LMP 
Market Management Systems  MMS 
Model Working Group  MWG 
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Network Model Management System  NMMS 
Network Operations Model Change Request  NOMCR 
Outage Scheduling  OS 
Program Data Processor  PDP 
Program Logic Controllers  PLC 
Project Tracker and Coordinator  PTC 
Public Utility Commission  PUC 
Qualified Scheduling Entity  QSE 
Remedial Action Scheme  RAS 
Resource Description Framework  RDF 
Resource Entity  RE 
Regional Transmission Organization  RTO 
Remote Terminal Units  RTUs 
System Analysis and Modeling Subcommittee  SAMS 
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition  SCADA 
Security Constrained Economic Dispatch  SCED 
Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow  SCOPF 
Special Protection Scheme  SPS 
System Protection Working Group  SPWG 
Steady State Working Group  SSWG 
Steam Turbine  ST 
Steam Turbine Generator  STG 
Transmission and Distribution Service Providers  TDSPs 
Texas Regional Entity  TRE 
Transmission Service Provider  TSP 
Unified Modeling Language  UML 
eXtensible Markup Language  XML 
Zero Impedance Branch  ZBR 
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